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PREFACE 
As this thesis was being completed, an ·article appeared in a local 
It anounced the introduction of an isolated word voice 
recognition system, initially available for the IBM Personal Computer, 
that sells for $995. At this price, it is still expensive; but it is 
considerably less than earlier systems or comparable capabilities. 
Th.us, the realization of a �ractical system may be nearer than what I 
had estimated. 
It is interesting to note that in the past, in Advanced Digital 
Systems Laboratory, several projects in building a voice recognition 
system had been initiated. Although none of them were successful, they 
provided much incentive for building this one. As of now, this system 
is able to recognize words and, thus, represents the next step -toward 
Prof. Uribe's eve?tual goal of placing such a system onto a robot. 
There are many interesting aspects about this thesis. It 
encompasses both hardware and software. The hardware utilizes both 
analog and digital technologies • .  The software is written using both 
assembly language and Pascal. In addition, because of the protocol 
chosen tor communication between the feature extractor and the MPT/100, 
the hardware and software portions were able to be' debugged separately. 
At times, a standard CRT terminal was used to simulate the system 
hardware; at other times, it was simulating the MPT/100 software. 
Overall, this has been a very satisfying experience. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUNDS 
1.1 Introduction 
As more and more automatic machines and robots are becoming involved 
in our lives, there are increasing needs for communication between 
people and machines. Traditionally, this has been accomplished by using 
such devices a.s keyboards and CRT displays. However, the most natural 
method of communication for hlllnans is probably through speech. Thus, 
much research and development has been done in both speech synthesis and 
speech recognition, with the latter being significantly more difficult. 
There are two main categories of speech recognition: discrete 
utterance and connected speech. Discrete utterance recognition concerns 
recognizing isolated words. nie application here, as an example, may be 
for simple commands to a robot. Connected speech recognition extends 
the recognition to complete sentences. An example 0£ its application 
may be an automatic dictation machine. 
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This thesis describes an implementation of a discrete utterance 
recognition system. There are many goals for this thesis. One is to 
design using standard components of the latest technology, thereby 
simultaneously reducing the part count and cost. A second goal is to 
keep the system relatively simple, for easy debugging and better 
reliability. A third goal is to make provisions for future expansions 
and improvements. A fourth, perhaps the most important goal, is to 
design a working system, thus proving the practicality of speech input 
to computers. 
1.2 Problems in Voice ·Recognition 
As with many other systems in science and engineering, there are 
problems to overcome in this system. These deal with the conversion of 
speech input into a form usable by a computer, and with the process of 
the computer in its attempt to recognize the input. 
The solutions to the obstacles of the first category must answer 
many questions. One, what are the relevent components of speech 
signals? Two, how are these parameters to be collected by the voice 
recogniton system? And finally, in what forms should they be repre­
sented so the computer can process efficiently? 
Similarly, many questions arise in solving problems of the second 
category. First, how can the computer associate a given set of input 
parameters to a word? Second, what are the algorithms necessary for 
recognizing the spoken word, since no person can speak any given word 
identically all'the time? And finally, would the computer have problems 
3 
recognizing wards spoken by different persons, given that everyone has 
an unique voice? 
All, or at least most, of these problems must be addressed and 
solved before a practical voice 
This thesis describes this author's 
system. 
recognition system can be realized. 
attempt in implementing such a 
Chapter 2 gives an overview of this system, including discussions 
about decisions on the approach taken. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the 
hardware and 
performance 
software 
of the 
involved, 
resulting 
respectively. Chapter 5 presents 
system. Chapter 6 concludes with 
dicussions on possible improvements. 
diagrams, all the program listings, and 
this system. 
The appendices include schematic 
the operating procedures for 
It should be emphasized here that, unlike many other theses, this 
one does n6t represent a final nor a best solution to a problem. 
Instead, this system should be considered as a starting point toward 
realizing an inexpensive and practical voice recognition system. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
'nlis chapter presents overviews of the voice recognition system from 
two dirferent viewpoints: functional and operational. 
2. 1 Functional overview 
Functionally, this system has two major components, as shown in 
Figure 1. The feature extractor detects the input voice signal. After 
parameterizing, its representation is passed to the host computer tor 
processing. 
Voice Feature Host Output 
Input---l Extractor I---;, Computerl---J Results 
Storage 
Figure 1 - System block diagram. 
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2.1.1 Feattll"e extractor 
'nle function of the feature extractor is to capture the "essential" 
parameters of the input voice signal. But first, some decisions must be 
made as to what these parameters are. There are two methods for 
deriving them, based on either time- or frequency-domain analysis. 
Time-domain analysis is usually implemented in hardware, producing 
such parameters as zero-crossing density and fundamental frequency. 
This approach suffers from one difficulty. Since a speech signal is 
time-varying, any parameters representing it must vary with time. 
Therefore, these time-based 
short-time intervals. The 
parameters are necessarily representing 
difficulty arises, then, in distinguishing 
components of the signal between long-time and short-time. Also, past 
researches have shown that time-based parameters alone do not provide 
adequate information for successful voice recognition [12]. 
Frequency-domain analysis extracts parameters such as energies of 
spectral bands, gross spectral shape, and formant frequencies and 
trajectories [12]. This is accomplished by first converting the speech 
signal into short-time frequency spectrum. Three methods are available: 
bandpass filtering, Fourier transform, and linear predictive coding. 
Bandpass filtering is straightforward but has many practical 
constraints, limiting its frequency resolving capacity. Fourier 
transform provides better resolution but requires large amount of 
computation. Linear predictive coding does not improve spectral 
resolution but is efficient in determining formant frequency; however, 
it also requires a large amount of computation. 
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Since one of the goals of this thesis is to keep the design simple, 
the bandpass filtering approach is chosen. It is also decided that the 
energies of each passband would provide sufficient information for voice 
recognition. Thus, the feature extractor has� simple job: convert the 
outputs from these filters into parameters proportional to the energy in 
each. This is accomplished by using peak detectors tracking the 
envelope, which relates to energy, of the signal in each band. 
Since a digital computer is accepting the outputs from this device, 
the outputs of the peak detectors must be in digital forms. This is 
obtained using an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. 
For ease in development� this design makes the feature extractor, 
the hardware portion of the system, independent of the host computer. 
That is, it should be able to operate with most computers. Therefore, 
some standard interface must be used to transmit the collected data. 
A serial port is the most appropriate medium, since most computers 
have such facility. This, however, introduces one problem. That is, 
this hardware must buffer the gathered parameters as the serial 
interface may not be fast enough to transmit them in real-time. 
'nle design of the digital portion of this hardware incorporates a 
microprocessor-based controller. This controller has the responsi­
bilities of controlling the data acquisition and transmission. In 
addition, the encoding of the parameters is performed by this 
controller. 
As will be described in Chapter 3, the design of this controller is 
much simplified by the choice of the microprocessor, which is the Intel 
8751 single-chi� microcontroller. A block diagram of the resulting 
feature extractor is shown in Figure 2. 
Voice 
Input 
Filter 
Bank 
Peak 
Detector 
AID 
Converter 
Figure 2 - Feature extractor. 
2.1.2 Host computer 
Micro­
controller 
7. 
Digital 
Data 
Because the feature-extracting hardware is designed to be compatible 
with most computers, the choice of the host computer for this thesis is 
quite arbitrary. In fact, almost any computer would be adequate, as 
long as it has a serial port and enough mass storage for storing the 
vocabulary. 
The host computer chosen is a desk-top model, the Data General 
MPT/100. This computer has a 16-�it CPU with hardware multiply and 
divide. Also, it has two disk drives, each capable of storing 358 
kilobytes [2]. 
To allow the possiblility of using a different host computer ih the 
future, the system software should be written in an easily transportable 
language. This should also be a compiled language, to reduce 
computation time. 
The software in this thesis is written in Pascal. Hopefully, only a 
minimum of modifications would be needed if a different host computer is 
used in the future. 
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2.2 Operational Overview 
This voice recognition system is designed to respond reliably to the 
voice of only one person, for any one set of words. Th.is simplifies the 
task of the system since it does not have to compensate for the 
differences in voices among different speakers. The person who is to 
operate this system, then, has to train the system to his/her voice. 
Therefore, operationally, this voice recognition system has two distinct 
phases, as shown in Figure 3. During the training session, the input 
voice pattern is associated with the text word and stored into the mass 
storage. During the recognition session, the input pattern is compared 
against the stored patterns while trying to recognize the input. 
r, Add to Vocabulary 
. ,,
Voice 
I-
Mass 
Pattern Storage 
. , 
...: Pattern 
Matcher 
E----
. 
' 
Text 
Word 
Display 
Results 
Phase 1 -
Training 
Session 
Phase 2 -
Recognition 
Session 
Figure 3 - Operational block diagram. 
2.2.1 Training .session 
The purpose of the training session is to allow the system to 
associate a word to its parameterized voice pattern. This is under the 
9 
control of two programs. One in the feature extractor,"controlling the 
data collection, and the other in the host computer, controlling the 
storage of the parameters and the input or the text word. 
The first program, named LISTEN, monitors the input for the possible 
beginning of a word. Once the start of a word is detected, LISTEN 
collects, encodes, and transmits the voice patterns to the host 
computer. When 
to indicate such. 
the end of the word is found, a special marker is sent 
Section 1 of Chapter 4 describes this program in 
detail. Note that, as far as LISTEN is concerned, there is no 
difference between training and recognition. That is, LISTEN is common 
to both sessions. 
The second program, named TRAINING, builds the vocabulary by, first, 
prompting the user to enter each word at the keyboard. Then, it allows 
the user to vocalize that word, whose para.meters are captured by the 
feature extractor and transmitted from LISTEN. This pattern, along with 
the word typed at the keyboard, is stored into a disk file nam.ed VOCAB, 
without any further processing. 
The reason for storing the raw data into VOCAB is to facilitate 
program development. By not processing in TRAINING, the program in ,the 
recognition session can use various algorithms essentially independent 
of the training session� When a new algorithm is being developed, 
TRAINING would, hopefully, remain unchanged. Therefore, the program 
TRAINING is a simple one, as will be described in the sec_ond section of 
Chapter 4. 
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2.2.2 Recognition session 
Similar to the training session, the recognition session is also 
under the control of two programs: one to collect the data and one to 
perform the task of recognition. As mentioned, the first program, 
LISTEN, is common to both sessions. 
The second program, located in the host computer and named RECOGN, 
is the heart of this system. It is responsible for reading in the 
vocabulary file, allowing the user to say a test word, and attempting to 
recognize this input. The recognition is accomplished by comparing the 
test input against the vocabulary. After the voice pattern of a test 
word is received from LISTEN, RECOGN computes the similarity scores 
between this and the each of the patterns in the vocabulary. When a
score meets the decision criteria, the input is recognized and the 
stored text word pririted. 
Section 3 of Chapter 4 will describe this pr�gram in full detail, 
including dicussions on the various algorithms for matching the unknown 
voice pattern to the stored patterns. 
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CHAPTER 3 
sYSTEM HARDWARE 
The hardware of this voice recognition system is composed of two 
major components: the analog and the controller boards. These two 
boards are physically located in one box and are connected by a simple 
bus system. 
3.1 Analog Board 
This board contains the components for the microphone amplifier, the 
bandpass filters, and the peak detectors. 
3.1.1 Microphbne amplifier 
The microphone amplifier used in this thesis is designed for use 
with a low�impedance dynamic microphone; specifically, the Shure 
Brothers model 561. This amplifer is designed with an adjustable gain, 
to be calibrated such that when a fairly loud sound is picked up, the 
output of this amplifier is at about one volt amplitude. 
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This design uses two op amps from an �324 quad op amp IC, as shCiwn
in Figure 4. The first stage is a simple microphone preamplifier· The 
second stage is an ad�ustable ainplifier with a maximum gain of 200. The 
U1324 IC is chosen to minimize component count, since there are four 
amplifiers in one package, and it is quite readily available and 
inexpensive. 
MIC 
lK 
lK 
lOOK 
!DOK
!OK
0.47 •F 
Figure 4 - Microphone amplifier. 
3.1.2 Bandpass filters 
ZOOK 
Since the spectral information of the speech input will be derived 
u.:,ing bandpass filters, several design decisions must be made� These 
concern the number of bands, the bandwidth of each, and the response of 
each filter. These factors are very much interrelated. 
In order to gather reasonably accurate spectral information about 
the speech signal, a large number of bands should be employed. However, 
unless a large al!lount of overlap is tolerable, a large number of bands 
13 
implies narrow bandwidths and steep cutoffs, with the associated 
requirement of precision components. On the contrary, if too few bands 
are Ufled, subtleties in the frequency domain would not be detected. 
Therefore, some compromise must be found. 
From speech research, it is known that human speech spectrum covers 
the range from ju.st under 100 to about 3000 Hertz. This was confirmed 
experimentally during the course of this thesis. However, the speech 
energies are not uniformly distributed: vowels are rich in low 
frequencies and consonants in high frequencies. Because of this, one 
may be inclined to design the filters such that the more critical 
frequency ranges are covered more thoroughly; that is, to use filters of 
narrower bandwidths at strategic frequency ranges. This, however, 
encounters one problem. 
the critical frequency 
The pitch of different speakers varies. Thus, 
bands would vary from speaker to speaker. 
Therefore, nonuniform bandwidth may not be any better than uniform 
bandwidth. 
Ideally, each passband should have zero transition bandwidth. This 
is not achievable in practice. Since it would be desirable to have a 
flat passband response and as sharp a transition as possible, some 
high-order filter would be necessary. Filters of very high order, 
however, are known to be difficult to design and very sensitive to 
component variations. Again, some sort of compromise must be achieved. 
After some research into similar voice recognition systems of the 
past, where the number of barids varied from about five to about thirty, 
the decision is made at seven, somewhat arbitrarily. This number is 
chosen since ·,the frequency range of 100 to 3000 covers about six 
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octaves. Just in case there is information at either extreme of this 
range, the bandpass filters should cover a range slightly larger, say 60 
to 4000, which is seven octaves, hence the number seven. In addition, 
to simplify design and since nonuniform bandwidth may not be advant­
ageous, bandpass filters of equal widths, on a logarithmic scale, are 
used. The resulting filters have bands covering seven octaves, with 
center frequencies of 62, 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hertz. 
Based on some of the data collected, there are significant energies in 
all seven bands • 
To obtain the desired response of the filters, some prelimilary 
filters of various designs were built. The criterion for choosing the 
final design was a compromise between higher-order filter and component 
count. Based on these experiments, the final design W!led in this thesis 
is a fourth...order inverse Chebychev filter. This filter has the 
desirable features of fairly flat passband response and fairly steep 
cutoff. Also, the implementation of the filter is chosen to be of the 
infinite-gain multiple-feedback (MFB) circuit, as shown in Figure 5, 
because of its simplicity, good stability, and low output impedance. 
Using reference [6], for Q=1 (corresponding to octave filters of one 
octave width), stopband rejection of 30 dB, and unity gain, the design 
parameters are: 
B • 1.413164 
C • 1.031123 
For order of four, two cascaded stages are used. To design each stage 
using the MFB implementation, various auxiliary parameters are defined 
as follows: 
Cl R3 
Rl 
IN 0--'VIAr---1----1 t-.... -, 
CZ >----il--OOUT 
RZ 
Figure S - MFB bandpass filter. 
For the first stage, 
D 
b - -
E 
r • D2 
For the second stage, 
b • 
. -
1 
DE 
1 
D2 
p -
c112 
Q 
The capacitors C1 and C2 are chosen using the criteria: 
10 
Cl• -
15 
16 
CZ > a(.:.p_b-r-'
l_c_1 
The resistors R1, R2, and R3 are then calculated using 
1 
Ill•-
1 [' �13 • - --+ 
bw0 Cl C 
where 
,,o • 2,rf0 
nie calculated component values are rounded to the nearest standard 
values. Table 1 gives the actual values ror the components used in this 
thesis, noting that Cl's and C2's tor both stages of each tilter are of 
the same value. 
TABLE 1 - COMPONENT VALUES FOR THE FILTER BANK. 
stage #1 stage #2 
Freq C1:C2 R1 R2 R3 R1 R2 R3 --------�----------�------------------------------------
62 0.1 24 7.5 51 24 24 110 
125 0.1 12 3,9 27 12 12 56 
250 0.1 6.2 1.8 13 6.2 6.2 30 
500 0.1 .3 0.91 6.8 3 3 13 
1000 0.01 16 4.7 33 16 16 68 
2000 0.01 7.5 2.4 16 7.5 7.5 36 
4000 0.01 3.9 1.2 8.2 3.9 3.9 18 
NOtes: Fr'equenoies in Hertz. 
Capacitances in miorofarads. 
Resistances in kilohms. 
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Since each stage of each filter requires one op amp and, as will be 
described :!hortly, each peak detector of each band needs two op amps, 
the LM324 quad op amp IC's are chosen for this thesis. By doing so, the 
components for each filter occupy a minimum area on the analog board. 
The actual responses 0£ the filters are plotted on Figure 6. In 
addition, a oomposite response of all seven bands is also made, to 
s 
1 
G 
a 0.5 
n -
0.1 
o.os _,-- -- ----- -
0 , 02 · ,::::-· _:,-_-_._':"..:: _  ,-�..::,:�:::.---- :..::::.::. ___ . ---·---l!-��,-�1·!-� ��������������������������������������·1·1·1·��·1·�� 0.01 
10 20 so 
• ' 0 ; ' 
100 200 500 lK 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 6 Frequency response. 
·---··-- - ·-···­·-------- --··· · 
2K 
- --- ·---1 -·----·---- ----· . 
3K lOK 
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illustrate the overall response 0,f the filter bank. Looking at Figure 
6, it can be seen that, although the center frequencies and gains of 
each band are not quite at the precise designed values, they are 
reasonably close. Since the training and recognition phases would use 
the signals passing through the same filters, these irregularities 
should not cause problems. Also, the composite plot is fairly flat from 
about 60 to �000 Hertz, indicating that this filter bank would not favor 
any portion of the usable speech spectrum. 
3.1.3. Peak detectors 
The output from each of the -bandpass filters is an AC waveform with 
amplitude corresponding to that region of the spectrum. at any instant. 
What the voice recognition system needs, however, is the energy level 
within each band. The.function of the peak detectors is to convert the 
AC waveform into some time-varying DC level proportional to the energy 
level 1n each band. 
Several considerations are relevent here. For one, since speech 
waveforms tend to be asymetric with respect to zero volt, as any simple 
experiment would confirm, a simple half-wave rectifier circuit is 
insufficient. Two solutions are available. One approach would be to 
have two peak detectors, one for positive and one for negative peaks. 
The other would be to use a full-wave peak detector. The design here 
utilizes the latter approach, though this solution may tend to lose some 
information concerning the speech input. However, this is deemed to be 
less important, as using one peak detector needs fewer components than 
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using two. 
A second cor13ideration is that an ordinary diode-capacitor peak 
detector, such as that shown in Figure 7, has the disadvantage of one 
diode voltage drop. To overcome this, the op a.mp peak detector design 
I 
Figure 7 - Diode-capacitor peak detector. 
OUT 
rno---.--v.,",----t........, 
I -
Figure 8 - Op amp peak detector. 
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is chosen. The'design in this thesis uses that from reference (9), as 
shown in Figure 8, with some modifications to be described presently. 
The third concern is that the circuit as it is in Figure 8 would 
blindly follow the peak waveform, as demonstrated in Figure 9(a). This 
has the unfortunate problem or tracking any noise spikes present in the 
input waveform. The solution is to place a series resistor in front ot 
the capacitor to limit the rise time or the output waveform., with the 
resulting waveforms u in Figure 9(b). 
(al (b) 
Figure 9 - Peak detection. 
The final design·or the peak detectors is shown in Figure 10. The 
resistors R1 and R2 are chosen such that the rise and fall times ot the 
output would be fast enough to track any speech dgnal and yet slow 
enough such a!J not to track nois'9 and not to track the AC waveform 
itself. The optimum values are determined experimentally. 
1M 
1M 
IN 1M 
lM 
Figure 10 - Peak detector. 
3.2 Controller Board 
Rl 
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OUT 
- -
R2 
The function of the controller beard is to convert the amplitudes at 
each band into dig! tal t'orm.. The digitized int'orma tion is then encoded 
and sent to the host computer tor further processing. To accomplish 
this task, this board utilizes a microcontroller, an A/D converter, and 
a logarithmic amplifier. In addition, a clock circuit is responsible 
tor generating all the clock signals required on this board. 
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3.2.1 Microcontroller 
The microcontroller is designed around an Intel 8751 microprocessor 
chip. This IC contains 4 kilobytes of on-chip EPROM, 128 bytes of 
on-chip RAM, 2 programmable timers, one serial I/0 port, and up to 32 
I/0 port pins. The 8751 is designed for controller applications with 
many bit-oriented instructions to manipulate the port pins [4]. 
In this thesis, some of the I/0 pins are used to control ·the A/D 
converter while some others control the serial port for communication 
with the host computer. Due to the flexibility of this IC, the I/0 
interfacing is very simple, as will be described later. 
Since the controller has to buffer the digitized input before 
sending it to the host computer, and since the 128 bytes of on-chip RAM 
is not sut'ficient to serve this purpose, additional RAM IC;s are 
employed in this design. It is decided, somewhat arbitrarily, that 8 
kilobytes would be the maximum need in , the foreseeable future. 
Therefore, the external RAM decoding circuit is designed to handle a 
maximum of 8 kilobytes. 
Because "the 875i use:, multiplexed address and data lines, the lower 
8 bits of the address sharing the same pins as the data lines, two 
possibilities present themselves as candidates for the RAM rc·s. One 
way is to utilize a latch to store the lower 8 bits of the address and 
use conventional RAM chips_. This has the advantage of low cost but has 
the disadvantage of higher component count. The second method is to use 
RAM IC's designed especially for this type of processor. This has the 
advantage of ,lower component count and simpler circuitry, but has a 
higher cost. 
The design here is of the second approach. Using the Intel 8185 RAM 
chips, each IC contains 1 kilobytes of RAM, organized as 1024 by 8 bits, 
with built-in latch for the multiplexed address lines [5]. Since a 
maximum of 8 kilobytes of RAM is desired, corresponding to a maxim.um or 
eight 8185 IC's, the decoding circuitry needs to decode the upper 3 
address bits to enable the chip select circuit, which decodes the next 3 
address bits to enable one of upto eight RAM chips. The remaining 10 
address bits are passed on to the selected chip. To simplify circuitry, 
a single IC is used to perform the above function, the 74LS138. As 
shown in Figure 11, this decoder decodes an address range or hexadecimal 
2000 to 3FFF, enabling one- of the eight possible 8185 RAM !C's. 
Currently, 2 kilobytes of external RAM are available on this board, with 
an address range of hexadecimal 2000 to 27FF. 
74LS138 
AlS G2B 
YO cso Al4 G2A 
Yl CS! Al3 Gl 
A12 c 
Y7 
• 
CS7 All 
AlO A 
Figure 11 � Address decoder. 
As mentioned before, the 8751 contains an on-chip serial port. This 
port has two alternatives for its clock input: from the internal clock 
or from an external source. It is decided that in order to leave the 
maximum number of port pins uncommitted, the internal clock is u:ied, 
since u�ing external clock would tie up one port pin. This decision has 
a major impact,on the choice of clock frequency for the 8751, as will be 
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described later. 
It is also decided that the serial port is to transmit at as high a 
bit rate as the host computer can handle. This is determined to be 9600 
bps (bits_per second) for the Data General MPT/100. (Although the
MPT/100 has a setting for 19200 bps, it could not handle serial input at 
_,
this Ml.teas such input would cause severe performance degradation, 
. .  , 
slowing the system to a very, very slow rate! Also, during different 
experiments, it was found that many CRT terminals are unable to handle 
- -· ' .. 1 
19200.bps witout occasionally losing characters.)
When using the internal clock input, the bit rate of the serial port 
•. ..,,, ' 
is determined by the following equation 
' .  -----
384(2!6-:) 
where t la "the 8751 clock input and x is the value loaded into ti.D1er 1. 
Additional contraints are that f i 8 MHz, for this version of 8751, and 
that x must be an integer. Following the above constraints, this design 
settles on a value of 254 for x. Thus, the clock frequency needs to be 
f • 7 .3728 MHz 
How this ci��k is generated will be described later in this chapter. 
Since the on-chip serial I/0 is done at TTL levels, some level 
translations must be made to drive the RS232C lines for communicating 
. . " ' .. 
with the host computer. This is accomplished using standard line driver 
and receiver IC's, the MC1488 and the MC1489, respectively. The serial 
I/0 lines are then brought to a DB25 connector. 
Finally,. the Intel 8751 IC has a built-in power-up reset circuitry. 
Although Intel recommends using a 10 microfarad capacitor [4], a 33 
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unit is-�crotarad unit ii! used, f'or generating a long reset pulse. With this 
ZJ.-_ �;!$,,:>RZt1e;·,the actual measured reset duration is more than one second. 
c�nverte� 3.2.2 AID converter 
:.s f'!'C':1 the. i·clltitt inputs t'rom tbe analog board to tbis board are 7 analog signals 
&. to -the e�o�nal to the energy densities in each ot the passbands. In order 
co1:1.puter ttar the <host computer to act on these, they need to be converted to
igital ttrquiQ.lent digital torm.s. 
(.!DC). 
This is accomplished by an AID converter 
:1 hen ,U$85 ahe\2dedgn here wses an ADC0816 :single-chip B-bit converter. This 
li.lt-i?l iC.a..hM a built-in analog multiplexer ot 16 channels, with 4 address 
!t. I: trJ:m:d; .. 1a.nes. It has a typical conversion time or 100 microseconds, when 
.ck rr-eq�ng a clock frequericy or 640 KHz.. The conver:sion is done using a 
��x:.::.a.t:imccesai:ve approXimation method, with all operations pert'ona.ed on-chip; 
tlY a at.bait .:is, only a start signal needs to be sent to the IC and, when 
J complet•pnirarsion is complete, it :signals by asserting an end-of-conversion 
r !:t i{1!'4'i);.oi,ignal. In addition, the digital output U through an 8-bit 
� .ng tri-�blgd.star having tri-state c::apability, allowing direct connection to a 
1 I. data bus [10]. 
s sign, the liadCbia design, the 4 address lines and the 8 data lines ot the 
hi'c.re t'ne sailiCfJ8i16rt.share the same B port pins ot' the 8751. This is possible since 
t-sion i.e 1:tw):i;eageo1tt1er:sion !a in progress, the 8751 can send the proper address to 
1,:.;, la::.;!hJ.tl]e jl)C0816, latching it using the ALE input or the converter IC. At 
1.::1e� it 11'.lll&betsa.meetime, it inhibits the output from. this chip by sending a logic 
:J:i.'fU't 1:.':lABLleroWHio OO'TPUT ENABLE. When conversion is completed, the 8751 Bwitches 
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the port pinl!II to input mode ··and enable the output ot the ADC0816, thus­
allowing tor the data to tlow trom the converter to the 8751. 
Since the ALE and START signals ot the ADC0816 are triggered on the 
leading and falling edge, respectively, they are· tied together and 
driven by a common l!llignal from the 8751. This turther reducel!II the usage 
ot the port piml. In addition, the EOC signal from the converter chip 
is sent to one port pin ot the 8751, allowing the 8751 to sense the end 
ot conversion, rather than waiting the maximum conversion time, making 
more efficient use of the CPU time. The design here does not U8e the 
EOC signal to interrupt the 8751, l!llince it is ot the wrong logic level 
tor such a purpol!lle. It il!II, however, possible to use it al!II an interrupt 
input to the 8751: just add an inverter. Thil!II 18 not done l:)ecause the 
use ot this additional inverter would add one more IC package to this 
board. 
To determine the clock frequency, a few contraints must be observed. 
One is that, according to the specifications ot the ADC0816, its 
permissible clock range is 10 KHz to 1.28 MHz. Another is that whatever 
clock frequency, it must be easily derivable from the sy3tem crystal. A 
further consideration is that to insure the best accuracy of conversion, 
the ADC0816 should not operate at its maximum speed • .  The designed clock 
frequency is 614.4 KHz, providing a maximum conver3ion time ot 120 
microsecondl!II (74 clock cycles). 
3.2.3 Clock circuit 
The function of the clock circuit is to generate all 
clock signals for both the 8751 microcontroller and 
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the necessary 
the ADC0816 
converter. As mentioned above, the clock frequency for the 8751 IC is 
chosen at 7.3728 MHz. If a crystal ot this value is readily available, 
then it would be easy: just connect this crystal to the on-chip crystal 
oscillator circuit. Unforturnately, this crystal is relatively rare. 
To generate 7.3728 MHz, then, requires a crystal whose frequency is some 
integer multiple of 7.3728 MHz. The lowest value where a crystal would 
readily be available is 22.1184 MHz, three times the desired frequency. 
Therefore, a crystal of this value is used as the primary clock. 
Unfortunately, wi-th frequency as high as this, the standard 
two-inverter oscillator, such as one shown in Figure ,2, would not work. 
Thus, another oscillator circuit has to be used. Looking through 
---loi----� 
Figure 12 - Two-inverter oscillator. 
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referencie [11] reveals that there are IC�s designed for just such 
purpose. A 74LS629 IC is therefore employed as the oscillator circuit, 
with the connections as :shown in Figure 13. It should be noted here 
that, although the oscillator as designed works beautifully, this IC is 
only rated to operate at a maximum frequency of 20 MHz. Therefore, this 
design is really only marginal, relying primarily on the conservative 
ratings generally given for TTL !C's. Consequently, if this IC needs 
replacement in the future, one would have to be careful to make sure the 
replacement would also operate at 22.1184 MHz. 
+SY
1'fLS 629 
•• 
QUTPLl"T 
21.fJHMI-I��
Figure 13 - Crystal oscillator. 
To drive the 8751, this clock of 22.1184 MHz needs to be divided 
down. This is accomplished using a 74LS92 IC, operating as a a divider 
by three. Note that the resulting clock has a duty cycle of 33%. Th.is 
is permissible, however, as explained in reference [4]. 
To drive the ADC0816, the 7.3728 MHz clock is further divided by 12, 
by another 74LS92 IC, hence the reason for the seemingly odd frequency 
of 614.4 KHz. A block diagram of this clock circuit is shown in Figure 
14.
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Oscillator i------4TO 8751 
, 121----',To ADC0816 
Figure 14 - Block diagram of clock circuit. 
3.2.4 Logarithmic amplifier 
In order to provide wider dynamic range for the speech signal, a 
logarithmic amplifier (log amp) is utilized in this voice recognition 
system. Besides compressing the signals, the log amp also has the side 
benefit of reducing any multiplication and division operations on the 
digitized data into addition and subtraction operations, respectively. 
This would speed up the processing. 
There are two logical locations for a log amp. Either one log amp 
per band is used and placed in front of the multiplexer or only one log 
amp is used by placing it between the multiplexer and the ADC. This 
latter approach is chosen for the obvious reason of economy. This 
unfortunately introduces one problem. That is, after switching the 
multiplexer, the controller must wait £or the log amp to settle before 
starting the conversion cycle. This, however, is not really that' bad, 
as some settling time must already be allowed when the switching takes 
place. 
The log amp design here relies on the fact that when the 
collector-base voltage �s zero, the emitter-base voltage is proportional 
to the collector current [7]. Thus, by using the circuit in Figure 15, 
V(in) 0----'IJl/\;--+--t 
>--t..--0 V (out) 
Figure 15 - Simple log amp. 
V(out). becomes 
V( oa:t) 
1 V( in) 
•-1n-
Q l!P 
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where P and Q are constants dependent on the oharacterics ot the 
transistor, and R is determined experi.menta"lly, so as to provide a 
maximum output sw:l,ng when the input range is about O to 1 volt. There 
are two problems with this basic Circuit. The first is that, if V(in) 
becomes negative, the op amp essentially has no feedback, causing the 
output voltage to saturate to the positive supply. This is overcome by 
connecting a diode in reverse parallel, as 5hown in Figure 16, 
introducing a small, but hopefully insignificant, error. A second
problem is that at certain input voltage range, the circuit tends to
·oscillate at very high frequency. This is suppress�d by the output
capacitor of Figure 16, with the log amp having longer settling time as
a side et"t'ect.
V(in) C----'\,V...�-..... -� 
-
• 31 
Ro >-�1t--'\/\ll,--.---O V (out)
Figure 16 - Logarithmic amplifier. 
Since the output voltage range ot this log amp is only about -0.3 to 
-0.7 volt, as determined experimentally using a value or R chosen as
described above, when the input range ot the converter ls.Oto 5 volts, 
a traruslation circuit needs to be introduced. The resulting log amp 
circuit is as shown in Figure 17. Notice that two diodes are added at 
the output of this log amp, since it is possible for voltages outside 
the zero to tive volts range to appear. They serve as a protection for 
the input ot the ADC, limiting the output of the log amp to one diode 
drop above 5 volts and one diode drop below ground. 
The ZERO and GAIN adjustments are provided to obtain the optimum 
voltage output of O to 5 volts for normal volume levels. The 
calibration is made by placing the switch in the TEST position and 
placing the test voltage at the point marked TEST. For the ZERO 
adjustment, tbe test voltage is O volt and ZERO ADJ potentiometer is 
IN 
TEST 
-n,ST .,_._,, 
NORM 
+l2V
-12.V
+SV 
11(1/i 
IK 
IN'll'f 
2N222'2.. 
IOI< 
10K 
7 
1' LM324 
Figure 17 • The log amp circuit. 
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+12V
rotated until the output is barely above -0.7 volt, one diode drop below 
ground. For tbe GAIN adjustment, the test voltage is about 1 volt (the 
normal maximum peak level) and GAIN ADJ is rotated until output is at 
about S volt.s. 
With all_ the calibrations made, this log a.mp has a response.as shown 
in Figure 18. For comparison, the response ot an ideal log amp is shown 
on the same plot. 
The complete schematic diagram:!I ot the entire Voice recognition 
hardware is included in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
There are three program.9 in this voice recognition system., 
controlling both the training and the recognition sessions. LISTEN runs 
on the Intel 8751 microcontroller and controls the sampling process. 
TRAINING runs on the MPT/100 and is 1n charge ot the training session. 
RECOGN also runs on the MPT/100 and performs the task or matching during 
the recognition session. 
4.1 Intel 8751 Software 
'nle program LISTEN runs on the Intel 8751 microcontroller, in the 
feature extractor or this system. It has three major tasks: sampling 
the input voice, detecting the boundaries or spoken word:s, and 
communicating with the host computer. 
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4.1.1 Voice sampling 
A vo1ce signal can be modeled aa a time-varying frequency spectrum. 
To track this varying spectr�, the input needs to be sampled at a 
sufficiently rapid rate. Experimentally, it is determined that a 
sampling interval of about 10 to 20 milliseconds is adequa'te for thi3 
sy3tem. 
There are tradeoffs in deciding on the sampling rate. At higher 
ratea, the need for buffering and the amount of computation increase; at 
lower rates, time-domain resolution may not be sufficient for reliable 
recogniton. This design uses a sampling period of 15 milliseconds, as a 
compromise, partly because with it, the system performance is somewhat 
better than when using 20 milliseconds. At this rate, the buffer RAM of 
2 kilobytes could hold upto about 2 seconds of voice samvles. 
This sampling interval is timed using timer O of the 8751. This 
timer is set up at the start of a sampling period, to expire after 15 
milliseconds. LISTEN then determines its status by examining bit TFO, 
which is set when the desired amount of time has elapsed. 
Although other researchers have indicated that time-smoothing of 
voice signal has no benefits [3], it is found that averaging two 
adjacent samplings provides somewhat more consistent recognition in this 
system. Therefore, each frame of data produced by this program. consists 
of 7 averaged values (for the 7 filters) computed from the corresponding 
bands of current and previous samples. The first set of samples in a 
word is suppressed and is used as the initial condition. 
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N 
Set up timer for sampling period 
Set up first HUX address 
Wait out settling time 
tart conversion c cle 
Wait for conv'ersion completion 
Read and store converted word 
Add to sum 
Next MUX address 
N 
y 
ca11 detect and send procedure 
Wait out remaining of sampling period 
Figure 19 - Main loop of LISTBN. 
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Tilis portion of LISTEN is implemented as indicated by the flowchart 
of Figure 19. When t_he host computer is ready .for a word, it sends a 
command causing flag ST to be set, as will be described later. The 
sampling then takes place by scanning each of the 7 bands, converting 
the log amplitudes into digital data. Note that after switching the 
multiplexer and before starting the A/D conversion, a settling time of 
100 microseconds is allowed. Also, as each channel is sampled, it is 
added to a running sum, for calculating the total energy of this set of 
samples. This sum is later used by the boundary detection algorithm. 
Furthermore, while. not in the middle of a word, i.e., the start of a 
word has not yet been detected, the scanning takes place at a very rapid 
rate (at intervals equaling to the total conversion times for 7 
channels) instead of at 15 millisecond intervals. When all 7 channels 
have been scanned, LISTEN invokes the detection and output procedure, 
then waits for timer Oto expire before starting the next scan cycle. 
4.1.2 Boundary detection 
The algorithm for detecting the boundaries of a word is quite 
simple. When the input energy exceeds a preset threshold, a word has 
started. When several frames having total energy below the threshold 
are encountered, the word has ended. This latter is done to accomodate 
words with embedded silent intervals, such as the word "it" where there 
is a short pause between the "1" and the "t" sounds. 
Various threshold values were tried in this thesis. The value 
currently used is determined from experimentation. Similarly, the 
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silence interval allowed is also chosen empirically, compromising 
between false detection of word ending and noise pickup. These two 
values are defined at the start of the source program as THR and SPCC. 
4.1.3 Communicating with the host computer 
There are four aspects in communicating with the host computer: 
communication protocol, data encoding, buffer management, and interrupt 
service routine. 
4.1.3.1 Communication protocol 
For communicationg with the host computer, a simple protocol is 
used. When the host is ready to accept a word input, it informs this 
program by sending a STCMD character. Then, for each frame of data, the 
host requests the frame by sending a RQCMD character, upon which time, 
this program sends one complete set of data, terminating with a NL 
character. LISTEN then waits for the host to request data before 
further transmission. This continues until the end of the word, when an 
EOWM character and a NL are sent. 
Currently, STCMD is "I" {exclamation mark), RQCMD and NL are 
linefeed codes, and EOWM is "*" (asterisk). 
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4.1.3.2 Data encoding 
The 8-bit data from the ADC are encoded for two reasons. One, moat 
high level languages could not handle pure binary data. And, t�o, if 
displayable codes are used, this program can be debugged using a 
terminal as a host. 
Thus, each 8-bit word is encoded into 2 ASCII characters. The 
format used is simple hexadecimal digits: 0 through 9 and A through F. 
This encoding incurs a reduction of effective data rate, since each 
8-bit word is now transmitted as 2 characters.
4.1.3.3 Buffer management 
A circular buffering scheme is employed in this design. Two 
procedures are responsible for its management. One to put in data, 
PUTIN, and tbe other to pull out data, GETOUT. PUTIN sets a flag, XMT, 
to indicate the presence of data in the buffer. It also checks the TIF 
flag (see below); if it is set, a character is transmitted immediately, 
to start the transmitter. GETOOT, after obtaining one character out of 
the buffer, checks for existence of more data. If none is left, XMT is 
reset. Note that all data to the host are routed through the buffer. 
4.1.3.4 Interrupt service routine 
In the 8751, interrup.ts from the serial transmitter and receiver are 
handled by a common service routine, as flowcharted in Figure 20. The 
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y N 
Reset TI and set TIF Re.set RI 
Get character 
N 
y 
N 
Set HCRDY 
N 
Get character from buffer 
N 
Reset HCRDY 
EXIT 
Figure 20 - Interrupt' .service routine. 
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source of interrupt is determined by the status of the TI flag, which is 
set when the transmitter interrupts. 
When a transmitter interrupt occurs, the serial port is ready for 
the next output character. The t,ransmit portion of the interrupt 
service routine first checks for both HCRDY (host computer ready) and 
XMT (data available in buffer) before sending the next data byte from 
the buffer. The flag TIF is used to indicate transmitter availability, 
if no transmission takes place during this interrupt. This is to cover 
the case where the transmitter is ready but the buffer contains no data 
(PUTIN routine is then responsible for restarting the transmitter). 
Also, if the data transmitted is the end of one frame, HCRDY flag is 
reset to indicate that the host is busy processing this frame. 
When the receiver interrupts, there is data from the host. 
Normally, this can only be one of two commands: STCMD and RQCMD. The 
appropriate flag is set to reflect the command received: ST for STCMD 
and HCRDY for RQCMD. 
4.2 Training Software 
The program TRAINING, written in Pascal to run on the MPT/100, 
controls the training session of this system, in conjuction with LISTEN 
program above. 
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4. 2. 1 Vocabulary file
As e�lained in Chapter 2, the vocabulary file VOCAB contains 
essentially the raw data from the feature extractor. This file is made 
up of records representing each word in the vocabulary. Each record 
contains the text word itself, the encoded data frames, and a separator, 
One 
77575C48000044 
2799B100000000 
3FA 1C2383AOOOO 
3FB9D382830000 
60CADEA6A50000 
86D6E9BBBA0905 
8EDAEDC1C1221C 
BFD9ECC2C13A39 
8BD7EACAC9574D 
86D1E7EOE07B60 
86CBEAEDEEBF6E 
BOC9EEE1E28F71 
7 AC7EECFD 19275 
7CC7EFCDCFA578 
7CCAF1CCCDA76E 
79CEF4CBC9A260 
75D1F6C6CBA44F 
7AD7FBCBC8AA41 
87DFFFCBCBAE3B 
8FE4FFC6C6971B 
BFEBFFBDBD7600 
87EBFFB5B45400 
5FEOFA9C9B2000 
3FD9F278790000 
3FD6ED5A5COOOO 
3FD2EB3B330000 
3FCFE6160COOOO 
3FCEE6oooaoooo 
3FCFE600080000 
3FCDE400000000 
58CCE300000000 
58C7DB00000000 
2FB9CA00000000 
2F9FBOOOOOOOOO • 
Figure 21 - Sample vocabulary record. 
.. , 
as shown in the example of Figure 21. 
sequentially in this file. 
4.2.2 Noise rejection 
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Each record is stored 
To prevent noise from being stored as a word, this program checks 
for mini.mum and maximum word length, in number or frames,. When a 
received "word" contains too many or too few .frames, it is rejected 
immediately. In addition, before storing into VOCAB, TRAINING seeks 
confirmation. This way, the user has a chance to ignore an entry, 
either because it was noise or because it was not vocalized properly. 
4.2.3 Operation 
When this program is invoked, it first prompts for the minimum 
sample length and .the silence period count. The first value should be 
large enough to reject most noises, such as a bump on the microphone, 
but small enough not to ignore a legitimate word. A value of 15 seems 
to be a good compromise. The second corresponds to the maximum 
allowable silence period. It is used to truncate the last few received 
frames which correspond to silence. 'nlis value should agree with SPCC 
of the LISTEN program, currently set at 8. 
After the above initialization, TRAINING prompts for the user to 
enter- one vocabulary word or a session-ending command. If a word is to 
be added to the vocabulary, it is typed in; then TRAINING waits for its 
vocalization. A confirmation prompt is presented when the end of a 
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valid word is received, as explained above • .  When the entire set of 
words have been trained, the user enters a "*" to exit this program. 
4.3 Recognition Software 
The program RECOGN is central to this voice recognition system. In 
aonjuction with LISTEN and the file VOCAB, this program attempts to 
recognize any spoken word. 
4.3.1 Voice pattern representation 
The voice patterns of the vocabulary in this program are represented 
using an array of records, one record for each word. Each record 
contains three fields. TEXT contains the text of the word. N stores 
the number of frames in this word. And, DAT is a 7-by-N array of 
integers representing the amplitudes of each band in each frame. 
Because the vocabulary file contains only raw, but encoded, data, 
some transformation is needed. Thus, each record is processed as 
follows. The text word is read in and stored in the TEXT field. Each 
frame of the pattern is converted into 7 integers, representing each of 
the 7 bands, and placed into the array of the DAT field. This continues 
until the separator is encountered. The actual number of frames found 
is then stored in the N field. 
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4.3.2 Energy normalization 
Since no one can enunciate any given word with the same amplitude 
all the time, energy normalization is needed. There are many methods to 
accomplish this: average energy, peak energy, proportional, and 
equal-sum normalization. 
Average energy normalization attempts to compensate for the energy 
variation at the t'rame level. The average energy of each frame is first 
calculated using 
!X(f,t)
E(t) "' for f'-1, ••• N 
where X(f,t) is the amplitude of band fat time t and N is the number of 
bands, 7 in this case. Each value in the frame is then adjusted using 
X'(f,t) ... X(f,t) - E(t) 
The effect of this normalization is to adjust the total energy of each 
frame to zero. That is, each frame has zero sum. 
Similarly, the peak energy normalization also adjusts at the frame 
level. This is acemplished by 
E(t) • MAX X(f,t), for f .. 1, •• ,N 
:t'(f,t) • X(f.t) - E(t) 
using the peak level of each frame. 'nle theory is that now the peak 
amplitudes in each frame are equal: all are zeroes. 
Instead of normalizing at the frame level, the proportional 
normalization attempts to preserve the frame-to-frame relationship. 
This algorithm first finds the maximum average energy, A, of the entire 
word-. Then, each value of each frame is adjusted according to 
[E( t )-Ll[M-A] 
I'(f,t) • I(f,t) + , if E[tl>L 
A-L
X'(f,t) ""X(f,t), if E[t1S,.L 
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where E(t) is the average energy of each frame, and Mand L are prese� 
constants to be determined as follows. Mis chosen such that M)E{t) for 
all t, representing the ceiling where all values are being scaled up. L 
is chosen to be a noise level, below which the input is considered as 
silent [1]. 
Two of the above algorithms were actually tried in the work of this 
thesis, namely average energy and proportional normalizations. Both of 
them, however, suffer from a threshold effect existing in this feature 
extractor: all input signals below a certain amplitude, the threshold, 
are always represented as zero after the A/D conversion. The 
normalization methods just described treat this zero value as any 
others. Referring to Figure 22(a), two spectra of identical shape but 
different energies are detected as shown by the solid lines, due to the 
threshold effect. After normalization, shown in Figure 22(b), the two 
do not look alike. Thus, unreliable operation results. Although the 
peak energy algorithm was not tried, it would also suffer from this same 
problem. 
To overcome this, an alternate algorithm is used. The equal-sum 
normalization attempts to normalize, at the frame level, by shifting the 
spectrum of higher energy downward, clipping at the threshold, until 
both areas under the curve are equal, as shown in Figure 23. Note that 
equal area in the continuous case becomes equal sum in the discrete 
case, as is the situation here; hence the name equal-sum. 
This algorithm is implemented as follows: 
1. Calculate the sums of the two frames to be compared.
,•' 
,,• 
,· ,,•'
Pattern 1 Pattern 2 
· .. ....... ·!.. ·· 
,. 
\ �····· 
\.
.'
/ ··· ......... .. ·,
(a) Before normalization.
·· ... ·, ,·
// ,, ,• 
(b) After nonnali"zation.
\ r·····. 
\l · ........ '·,
Figure 22 - Effect of conventional normalization. 
/
·--I ,•',. 
Pattern 1 
I ,-., 
t I ' . ' y. �.:--...... .. /�,• ,,•
Pattern 2 
\,!"'"···.,.,, .. _ 
·,
Figure 23 - Effect of equal-sum normalization. 
--------------- -------
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2. Determine the smaller of the two and uae that frame as the
reference for the remainder of this algorithm; the other
becomes the test frame.
3. Compute the absolute difference, O, of the two sums.
4. Find the number of non-zero bands, N, in the test frame.
5. If N=O, the normalizaton is done.
6. Calculate the adjuatment factor, A=:D/N.
7. If A:O, the algorithm terminates.
B. For each non-zero band or value Vin the test frame, if V>A,
then V::V-A and D::D-A; otherwise, D::D-A, V::O, and N::N-1.
9. Repeat steps 5 to a.
Experiments, done as part of the work for this thesis, showed that 
this increases the correct recognition rate (to be defined later) from 
31 to 78 percent. In RECOGH, the function NORM handles this algorithm. 
4.3.-3 Local distance function 
tile purpose of a local distance function is to generate a number 
representing the similarity ot two frames ot voice patterns. The 
smaller this value, tbe more similar they are. There are variou.s ways 
ot computing this: Euclidean distance, Cbebychev norm, p,-power distance, 
and maximum magnitude. 
The Euclidean distance function uses the analogy ot distance in 
n-di.merusional space, where n=7 in this case. This is calculated by
(;:: [X( i)N-Y( i) l 21 i, d 
• 
\ 
J for isl, •• ,N 
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-where X(i) and ?(1) are amplitudes of band i for the two frames, and N 
ts the number of bands. This function has one significant drawback: 
square an:d square-root operations are time-consuming. 
Chebychev norm distance function ts computationally more efficient. 
It is calculated by 
i: IX< il-YC il I 
d • for i•l, •• ,N 
This method was tried during the work of this thesis. However, the 
results were not too encouraging, when compared to the one actually 
implemented. 
The preceding two functions are actuallY· special cases of the 
p-power distance function, where the distance is determined by[ L [X( i)-!( i) 1Pj; 
ci • , for i•l, •• ,N 
where pis a real number. The Euclidean distance is simply the case of 
p:2; the Chebychev norm, p:1. Again, this method is not computationally 
efficient. In addition, past researches have shown that pother th�n 
did not yield better performance [1]. 
The looal distance tunotion employed in this program is the maximum 
magnitude function, 
cl• Mil. IX(i)-Y(i)I. far i•l, ••• N 
This function tends to emphasize the difference between two frames, 
without �ing a p value other than 1. (This would seem to contradict 
the results of past research [1], however.) Computationally, this 
algorithm is about as efficient as the Chebychev norm function. 
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The, local distance function is implemented in RECOON by the function 
DIST. 
4.3.4 Matching algorithm: 
The heart ot the recognition sottware ts the matching algorithm.. 
Its tunction is to return a measure ot similarity between two voice 
patterns. Again, there are several methods available. All ot them take 
into consideration that tbe lengths ot the patterns may not be the same. 
Tb.a common algorithms are: linear time normalization (LTH), LTN with 
boudary adjustment, dynamic time warping (DN) using dynamic programming 
(DP), and DTW using band DP. 
LTH is the simplest algorithm.. One pattern is simply mapped onto 
the other. Tb.en, the local distances between the corresponding frames 
are Slllllll.ed. The similarity score is the sum. divided by the number ot
tram.es compared. Since the two patterns are 
lengths, the shorter one is ffstretcbed" to match 
longer (this was found, from past research, 
W!lually of different 
the length of the 
to be better than the 
converse method). This is aocom.pli3hed by either mapping some frames of 
the shorter pattern. onto more than one frame of the reference or by 
using interpolation. The fir.st method is comp�tationally more efficient 
than the second; thus, it was tried in this thesis. The results, 
however, were not very good, especially for patterns other than the one 
used in training. The reason may be erroneous boundary determination. 
Therefore, LTN with boundary adjustment algorithm was attempted. 
This was implemented by repeating LTN matching several times, truncating 
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different number of frames from the beginning and from the ending of 
each of the two patterns. Figure 24 illustrates 3 possible matching 
paths, with the path 1 being the same as no boundary adjustment. (A and 
Bare the lengths of the patterns.) But again, the result was not good. 
The reason for the poor performance of LTN is that when words are 
vocalized at different times, a phenomenum known as time warping occurs. 
B ---------
PATH 2 
PATH 1 
Figure· 24 - Linear-time normalization with boundary adjustments. 
search region 
�--..;_ warping 
path 
A 
Figure 25 - Dynamic-time warping. 
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That is, part of the word is vocalized at faster speed relative to other 
parts. To compensate for this, the DTW algorithm is used. In DTW, the 
matching takes place in a warping path. Referring to Figure 25, the 
horizontal and vertical axes represent the time domains of the reference 
and the test patterns, respectively. The matching is on a path of 
minimum local distance, subject to slope constraints and bounded by the 
search region. The accumulated sum of the local distances at any point 
(x,y) is given by the DP equation 
D(x.y) • d(i.y) + MIN[D(x-l.y).D(x-1,y-l),D(x-1,y-2)1 
where D(x,y) is the accumulated distance and d(x,y) is the local 
distance [1]. The net effect of this method is to move along the two 
time axes at different rates, corresponding to the stretching and 
compressing or time. More details of DTW and DP are found in reference 
CB]. 
DTW as described above assumes accurate boundary determination, 
which may not be true. Therefore, a modified DTW algorithm is used in 
this thesis. This method is called band DP since the search region has 
initial 
condition 
search region 
Figure 26 - Band DP. 
warping 
path 
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been modified to resemble a band, as shown in Figure 26. 'nle marked 
region near the origin is the initial condition. The value r is chosen 
to window the search region, which also has the effect of adjusting 
boundaries by a maximum of r frames. Past research indicates that this 
method is superior [1]. 
In this program, the matching takes place by using the longer 
pattern as the reference. The algorithm is implemented by the function 
TOTAL_DIST. 
4.3.5 Recognition criteria 
Once the scores between the test pattern and the reference patterns 
had been determined, some criteria must be used to decide on the matched 
word, if any. The criteria used in this thesis are twofold: the score 
must be less. than a threshold, and it must also differ from the next 
best score by a differentiating factor. 
This approach is taken mainly to provide protection from false 
recognition, when a test word not in the vocabulary is spoken. By 
adjusting these two value3, it is possible for this program to be 
tailored, i.e., to achieve a higher correct recognition rate at the 
expense or higher error rate (these two terms tori.11 be defined in Chapter 
5). 
4.3.6 Operation 
When RECOGK is invoked, it first prompts tor the silence period 
count, which should be answered with the value or SPCC from LISTEN, 
currently set at 8. The vocabulary is then read into the array WORDS. 
There are several commands available to the user: A to adjust 
parameters, L to list vocabulary, R to run a test input, and Q to quit. 
The adjustable parameters are: minim.um sample length, threshold value 
tor decision, differentiation factor, boundary adjustment (size ot the 
search region ot band DP), and normalization (whether it should be 
pertormed) • These are provided tor experimentation. The best settings 
seem to be that listed in Table 2. 
The complete listings or all three programs is round in Appendices 
B, c, and D. Al3o, the comP"ll!te operation instructions are outlined in 
Appendix E. 
TABLE 2 - BEST PARAMETER SETTINGS OF RECOGN. 
(1) Threshold factor: 35 
(2) Differentiation factor: 5
(3) Boundary adjustment: 1 
(4) Minimum sample count: 15 
(5) Normalization: Y 
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CHAPTER 5 
PERFOBMANCE 
To rind out the effectiveness at this voice recognition system, 
measurements or it.s performance are .made. In thi.s chapter, the results 
of these measurements are presented, using both recorded and live 
voices. 
5.1 Measuring Performance 
For measuring the performance, several terms are defined here. When 
a word trom the vocabulary is spoken a:1 the test input, a correct 
recognition occurs it it is· correctly identified, an � if it is
matched to the wrong word, and a !!!!, it the system does not return. a
match. When a word not in the vocabulary 1.s the test input and this 
system returns a match, a � recognition takes place. The
performance measures used in this thesis, then, are the rates at which 
these events occur, expressed in percentages. 
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5.2 Performance of Recorded Voice 
For this set of measurements, a recording of several words was made 
on a cassette tape. These are the digits Oto 9 and the number 10. 
Also, to test the rejection of noise by this system, two "words" of 
noise were recorded, by blowing air into the microphone. Each word is 
vocalized 4 consecutive times, separated by time intervals of 
approximately 5 seconds. This recording was made in a fairly noisy 
room, where an airconditioner was operating. The voice was that of 
this author, a male voice of average pitch with moderate accent. 
The training session employed the first replications of 7 of the 11 
words: 
ONE 
TWO 
THREE 
FOUR 
FIVE 
SEVEN 
TEN 
The playback of the tape was from a pocket cassette player, using a 
volume level of 4, as indicated on its dial • .  The microphone was placed 
approximately one half inch from the speaker of this player. 
Three sets of measurements were made using this same vocabulary 
file, using all the recorded words. The first set (test A) used 
playback level or 4, identical to the training session. The second and 
third sets (tests B and C) ha_d different playback levels, 5 and 3, 
respectively. All three used parameter settings of RECOGN from Table 2 
of the preceding chapter. 
The data taken from these 3 set of measurements are recorded in 
Tables 3, 4, and 5 (pp. 59-61). Notice that in addition to the returned 
results, the two highest scores for each test word are included for 
comparison. 
6 (p. 62). 
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The resulting performance measures are summarized in Table 
Referring to Tables 3, 4, and 5, the number "ten" was never 
recognized correctly, except for the one utterance trained. This would 
seem to indicate a bad pronunciation of the first "ten." To test the 
effect of not using the recordings of "ten," the four test words "ten" 
are ignored; plus, any matches to it are removed, using the next best 
word, instead. The effect of this 
performance, as shown in Table 7 (p. 62). 
error rate is down to zero. 
5.3 Performance of Live Voice 
manipulation is a much improved 
Notice that, with this, the 
To get an idea of how this system would perform in a real-life 
situation, measurements were made using live voice. This was done by 
first training using the same set of words as above, in a quiet room 
where only the fan noises of the MPT/100 computer and of the room 
ventilation system were present. Again, the voice used was this 
author;s. During training, the microphone was hand held at about one 
inch from the mouth (no attempt was made to precisely maintain this 
distance). 
Several recognition sessions were conducted. One immediately after 
training (test D), a second one an hour later (test D # ), and a third 2 
days later (teat E). Extensive measurements were made only for tests D 
and E; test D # was just a quick check. The parameter settings for the 
program RECOGN were the same as above. And, attemp�s were made to 
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pronounce the words as closely to the trained ones as possible; that is, 
a cooperative speaker. 
The measurements are presented in Tables a, 9, and 10 (pp. 63-65). 
The performance measures are summarized in Table 11 (p. 66). Comparing 
the results of recorded and live tests, it is seen that when recognition 
occurs immediately after training, the performance of live voice is 
al.most as good as recorded voices. However, with elapsing time, the 
performance of live voice degrades, presumably because the user forgets 
how the words were pronounced during training. 
TAB"E 3 • RESU"TS OF TEST ••
Test Word 
I ONE 
ONE 
ONE 
ONE 
• TWO
TWO
TWO
TWO* THREE
THREE
THREE
THREE
• FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
FOUR
• FIVE
FIVE
FIVE
FIVE
I SIX 
I SIX 
I SIX 
# SIX 
• SEVEN
SEVEN
SEVEN
SEVEN
I EIGHT 
I EIGHT 
I EIGHT 
I EIGHT 
I NINE 
I NINE 
I NINE 
I NINE 
I ZERO 
I ZERO 
I ZERO 
I ZERO 
• TEN
TEN
TEN
TEN
# noise 
# noi.se
NOTES: I • 
Result Score 
c 10 
c 20 
c 23 
? 28 
c 10 
c 19 
c 19 
c 22 
c 10 
c 15 
c 33 
c 25 
c 5 
c 15 
x 37 
c 18 
c 10 
x 36 
c 27 
c 24 
x 39 
F 35 
x 43 
I 47 
c 7 
c 17 
c 19 
c 20 
F 32 
x 37 
x 36 
x 38 
F 34 
x 38 
F 32 
x . 43 
? 31 
F 25 
x 45 
? 35 
c 10 
I 36 
E 33 
E 27 
I 62 
x 53 
trained version 
# - not in vocabulary 
= - same as test word 
? - ambiguous result 
Best Second 
Word Score Word 
= 34 FOUR 
= 32 FOUR 
= 32 FOUR 
FOUR 31 = = 45 SEVEN = 37 SEVEN = 41 FOUR = 39 FOUR = 50 FIVE 
= 50 FIVE = 47 FOUR 
= 58 FIVE = 33 ONE 
= 29 ONE = 41 ONE = 35 ONE = 49 ONE = 46 ONE = 45 ONE 
= 46 ONE 
TEN 47 SEVEN 
TEN 45 SEVEN 
TEN 50 SEVEN 
SEVEN 55 TEN 
= 34 TEN = 36 TEN = 34 TEN = 41 TWO 
TEN 42 FIVE 
TEN 40 FIVE 
FIVE 43 TEN 
FIVE 40 TEN 
ONE 46 TWO,FOUR 
ONE,'l'WO 
ONE 44 TWO 
FIVE 47 ONE 
TWO 34 FOUR 
FOUR 37 ONE 
FOUR 51 ONE 
TWO 37 FOUR = 37 SEVEN 
SEVEN 37 = 
TWO 44 = 
TWO 35 SEVEN 
TEN 73 SEVEN 
TEN 63 SEVEN 
C - correct recognition 
F - false recognition 
X - no match 
E - error 
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TABLE 4 - RESULTS OF TEST B. 
Best Second 
Test Word Result Score Word Score Word 
I ONE c 14 = 37 FOUR 
ONE c 25 = 34 FOO'R 
ONE c 33 = 39 FOUR 
ONE ? 33 FOO'R 35 = 
• TWO c 22 = 46 FOO'R 
TWO c 22 = 44 FOUR 
TWO c 26 = 44 FOUR 
TWO c 27 = 43 FOO'R 
• THREE c 18 = 45 FIVE 
THREE c 28 = 48 FOUR 
THREE x 37 = 45 FOUR 
THREE c 29 = 44 FOUR 
• FOUR c 18 = 46 ONE 
FOO'R c 18 = 38 ONE 
FOO'R x 39 = 50 ONE 
FOO'R c 34 = 50 ONE 
• FIVE c 18 = 47 ONE 
FIVE I 36 = 44 OHE,FOUR 
FIVE c 23 = 46 ONE 
FIVE c 25 = 47 ONE 
I SIX x 41 SEVEN 49 TEN 
I SIX x 37 TEN 41 SEVEN 
I SIX x 42 TEN 46 SEVEN 
I SIX I 42 SEVEN 54 TEN 
• SEVEN c 17 = 39 TWO 
SEVEN c 17 = 37 TWO 
SEVEN c 24 = 40 TEN 
SEVEN c 24 = 35 TWO 
I EIGHT x 38 FIVE 44 ONE 
I EIGHT x 40 ONE,FIVE 
I EIGHT F 35 FIVE 40 ONE 
# EIGHT x 36 FIVE 41 ONE 
I NINE F 31 ONE 41 FOUR 
I NINE ? 35 FOO'R 39 ONE,TWO 
I NINE ? 35 ONE 36 FOUR 
I HINE x 37 FOO'R 40 ONE 
I ZERO x 38 FOO'R 39 ONE 
I ZERO x 37 FOO'R 44 ONE 
I ZERO I 45 FOO'R 51 ONE 
# ZERO x 36 TWO,FOUR 
• TEN c 25 = 32 SEVEN 
TEN E 31 TWO 43 SEVEN 
TEN B 27 TWO 44 SEVEN 
TEN E 27 TWO 44 SEVEN 
# noise x 59 TEN 69 SEVEN 
# noise x 50 TEN 61 SEVEN 
NOTES: • - trained version C - correct recognition 
# - not in vocabulary F - talse recognition 
= - same as test word X - no match 
? - ambiguous result E - error 
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TABLE 5 - RESULTS OF TEST c. 
Best Seoond 
Test Word Result Score Word Score Word 
• ONE c 30 = 39 THREE,FOUR 
ONE x 54 FOUR 63 = 
ONE ? 24 • 28 FOUR 
ONE ? 22 FOUR 24 = 
• TWO c 14 = 28 FOUR 
TWO c 18 = 28 FOUR 
TWO c 16 = 37 FOUR 
TWO c 1a = 27 FOUR 
• THREE c 20 = 51 FOUR 
THREE c 25 = 46 FOUR 
THREE c 34 = 43 FOUR 
THREE c 30 = 50 FOUR 
• FOUR c 8 = 28 ONE 
FOUR x 46 • 56 ONE 
FOUR c 23 = 31 ONE 
FOUR c 14 = 28 ONE 
• FIVE c 27 = 39 ONE 
FIVE ? 34 = 38 ONE 
FIVE c 24 = 42 ONE 
FIVE ? 30 = 31 ONE 
I SIX x 38 FIVE 42 ONE 
I SIX x 36 FIVE 39 ONE 
I SIX F 28 TEN 45 SEVEN 
I SIX F 31 TEN 49 SEVEN 
• SEVEN c 10 • 26 TEN 
SEVEN c 15 = 34 TWO 
SEVEN c 15 = 33 TEN 
SEVEN ? 22 = 26 TWO 
# EIGHT F 35 TEN 53 ONE 
# EIGBT F 35 TEN 49 ONE 
# EIGBT x 36 TEN 46 FIVE 
# EIGBT x 41 TEN 47 ONE 
I NINE F 33 ONE 43 SEVEN 
I NINE F 35 ONE 41 TWO 
I NINE F 34 ONE 43 FODR,SEVEN 
I NINE x 42 ONE 45 FOUR 
I ZERO x 44 ONE 46 FOUR 
I ZERO F 27 FOUR 39 ONE 
# ZERO x 36 FOUR 41 ONE,!WO 
I ZERO ? 35 FOUR 37 OHE,TWO 
• TEN c 28 = 41 SEVEN 
x 38 TWO 40 SEVEN 
TEN E 30 TWO 37 SEVEN 
TEN E 30 TWO 43 SEVEN 
# noise x 63 TEN 71 SEVEN 
# noise x 53 TEN 64 SEVEN 
NOTES: I - trained version C - correct recognition 
# - not in vocabulary F - false recognition 
= - same as test word X - no match 
? - ambiguous result E - error 
. ,  
TABLE 6 - PERFORMANCE OF RECORDED VOICE. 
Performance Measure Test A Teet B Test C ----------------------------------------------------
Correct recognition 
Miss ratio 
Error rate 
False recognition 
78,6 
14,3 
7,1 
24.8 
75.0 
14,3 
10.7 
11. 1
64.3 
28,6 
7,1 
44.4 
TABLE 7 - PERFORMANCE OF RECORDED VOICE WITHOUT •TEN,• 
Performance Measure Test A Test 9 Test c: ----------------------------------------------------
Correct recognition 
Miss ratio 
Error rate 
False recognition 
87,5 
12,5 
o.o 
16,6 
83,3 
16,7 
o.o 
1 1 , 1 
70,8 
29.2 
o.o 
22,2 
62 
63 
TABLE 8 - RESULTS OF TEST D. 
Best Second 
Test Word Result Score Word Score Word 
ONE c 13 = 32 TWO 
ONE ? 25 FOUR 26 = 
ONE c 18 = 28 FOUR 
ONE c 14 = 29 FOUR 
TWO c 17 = 25 ONE,FOUR 
TWO c 19 = 27 FOOR 
TWO c 16 = 25 FOUR 
TWO c 18 = 24 FOOR 
THREE c 28 = 38 FIVE 
THREE I 39 = 40 FIVE 
THREE c 27 = 36 FIVE 
THREE c 22 = 32 FIVE 
FOUR c 25 = 30 SEVEN 
FOOR c 20 = 25 TWO 
FOUR c 25 = 31 SEVEN 
FOUR ? 22 = 23 SEVEN 
FIVE c 19 = 28 SEVEN 
FIVE c 18 = 27 SEVEN,TEN 
FIVE c 24 = 29 SEVEN 
FIVE ? 18 = 21 TEN 
I SIX ? 17 FIVE,SEVEN 
I SIX ? 12 TEN 15 SEVEN 
I SIX ? 23 FIVE 29 SEVEN 
I SIX F 31 FIVE 36 SEVEN 
SEVEH c 12 = 26 FIVE 
SEVEN c 25 = 30 FIVE 
SEVEN c 17 = 30 FIVE 
SEVEN ? 26 = 30 FIVE,TEN 
I EIGHT x 46 TEN 47 SEVEN 
I EIGHT x 38 FIVE 45 SEVEN 
I EIGHT x 47 SEVEN 48 TEN 
I EIGBT F 34 FIVE 41 SEVEN 
#·NINE F 27 FIVE 37 FOOR 
I NINE F 19 FIVE 31 THREE,TB!N 
I NINE ? 28 TEN 31 FIVE 
I NINE ? 32 FIVE 33 TEN 
I ZERO ? 27 TEN 28 FIVE 
I ZERO ? 23 SEVEN 24 TEN 
I ZERO ? 30 TEN 34 FIVE 
I ZERO x 49 FIVE 50 TEN 
TEN c 25 = 38 SEVEN 
TEN x 36 = 47 SEVEN 
TEN c 35 = 42 SEVEN 
TEN c 21 = 30 FOUR 
I noise x 43 SEVEN 45 FIVE 
I noise ? 33 SEVEN 34 FIVE 
NOTES: I - not i.a. vocabulary C - correct recognition 
= - same as test word F - false· recognition 
? - ambiguous re.sul t X - no match 
E - error 
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TABLE 9 - RESULTS OF TEST D', 
Best Second 
Test Word Result Score Word Score Word 
ONE c 10 = 26 TWO 
TWO c 20 = 31 FOUR 
THREE c 22 = 40 FIVE 
FOOR c 24 • 29 TWO 
FIVE c 22 = 35 SEVEN 
I SIX x 37 FIVE 38 SEVEN 
SEVEN ? 26 FIVE 27 • 
I EIGHT x 40 FIVE 48 SEVEN 
I NIHB ? 23 FIVE 27 TEN 
# ZERO ? 28 TEN 30 FIVE,SEVEN 
x 40 SEVEN 47 = 
# noise ? 32 SEVEN 34 TEN 
NOTES: # - not in vocabulary C - correct recognition 
= - same aa test word F - talse recognition 
? - ambiguous result X - no match 
E - error 
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TABLE 10 •-RESULTS OF TEST E. 
Best Second 
Test Word Result Score Word Score Word 
ONE x 38 = 43 FOUR 
ONE E 29 FIVE 38 TWO 
ONE x 38 TEN 41 FIVE 
ONE c 24 = 40 FOUR 
TWO c 23 = 32 FOUR 
TWO c 19 = 26 ONE 
TWO 1 29 = 33 FOUR 
TWO c 21 = 32 FOUR 
THREE c 30 = 49 FIVE 
THREE c 33 = 41 FIVE 
THREE x 36 = 50 FIVE 
THREE c 20 = 40 FIVE 
FOUR 1 31 ONE,= 
FOUR 1 34 = 36 ONE 
FOOR E 28 ONE 35 = 
FOUR x 41 ONE 46 = 
FIVE 1 22 SEVEN 25 = 
FIVE 1 22 = 23 SEVEN 
FIVE c 23 = 29 SEVEN 
FIVE c 19 = 27 SEVEN 
# SIX x 40 FIVE 49 SEVEN 
I SIX x 47 SEVEN 48 FIVE 
I SIX x 44 FIVE 5; SEVEM 
I SIX F 23 FIVE 34 SEVEN 
SEVEN c 23 • 28 FOUR 
SEVEN c 24 = 34 FOUR 
SEVEN c 25 = 34 FOUR 
SEVEN 1 26 FIVE,= 
I EIGRT x 39 FOUR,FIVE 
I EIGRT x 53 SEVEN 64 FOUR,TEN 
I EIGHT x 50 SEVEN 52 FOUR 
# EIGHT 1 34 FOUR 35 SEVEN 
I NINE F 20 FIVE 34 THREE 
I NINE x 36 FIVE 38 TEN 
I NINE F 31 FIVE 37 TEN 
# NINE F 22 FIVE 38 TEN 
I ZERO F 26 FOUR 31 FIVE,SEVEN 
# ZERO 1 27 FIVE 31 FOUR 
I ZERO 1 24 SEVEN 27 FIVE 
I ZERO x 37 FIVE,TEN 
TEN x 46 SEVEN 47 = 
TEN 1 22 FOUR 24 SEVEN 
TEN 1 30 SEVEN 31 = 
TEN x 38 SEVEN 45 FOUR 
# noise x 39 SEVEN 44 FIVE 
# noise x 38 FIVE 41 SEVEN 
I noise ? B ONE,TEN 
NOTES: I - not.in vocabulary C - correct recognition 
= - �a.me a� test word F - false �ecognition 
? - ambiguous result X - no match 
E ... error 
TABLE 11 - PERFORMANCE OF LIVE VOICE. 
Per.formance Measure . Test D Te.st D � Test E. ----------------------------------------------------
Corr-ect recognition 
Mi.s.s ratio 
Error rate 
False recognition 
78.6 
21.4 
o.o 
22.2 
71.4 
28.6 
o.o 
o.o 
42.9 
50.0 
7.1 
26.3 
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CHAPTER 6 
FUTURE OF THIS SYSTEM 
6 .. 1 tuture Improvements 
67 , 
As is seen trom ttl.e preceding chapter, the performance or this voice 
recognition system is less than perfect. Based on the experiences with 
the current system, many possibilities tor improvements exist. For one, 
the nWllber or t1lteM1 may be 1ncreased to provide better frequency 
reaolution. ntis may be accomplished by adding more analog filters, or, 
better still, using digital tilters. A second possibility is to segment 
the input pattern into phoneme-like units. This would allow the system 
to discri.m.1nate using different sounds, rather than strictly on the 
pattern it.self. 
Pos:sibili ties al.so exist tor reducing processing time. Using 
phoneme-like units, as mentioned above, can speed up processing. Also, 
other data reduction methods need to be investigated. Furthermore, it 
is possible to operate a recognition system witb a network ot 
68 
microprocessors. Then, the processors can be searching in parallel, 
thereby significantly reduce the computation time. 
At the present, this system is speaker-dependent. This limits the 
applications of 
achieve 
this system. 
independency. 
frequency-domain manipulations. 
Investigations 
!bis would 
into improvements may 
probably involve 
As stated before, this thesis represents one more step toward 
realizing a practical voice recognition system. By implementing some of 
the suggested improvements above and possibly many others, just such a 
system should become a reality in the near future. 
6.2 Concluding Remarks 
The subject of machine recognition of human speech has been 
investigated for a long time. Thus far, there is really no practical 
system. This thesis provides some insights into practical aspects of 
building such a system. 
Although this system is only capable of recognizing isolated words 
spoken by the person who trained the system, it is the first step to 
realizing a more sophisticated system. The actual hardware of this 
system is relatively simple, thanks to the use of microprocessor-based 
input system. With increasing availability of microprocessors and 
single-chip digital signal processors, there is no doubt in this 
author�s mind that a practical voice recognition system is not far in 
the future. 
APPENDIX A 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 
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ci 
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'•• 
l 
il1
! 
0 
I'• 
• 
I 
N 
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TABLE A.1 - BUS DEFINITION. 
Connector Controller Analog 
Number Board Board -------------------------------
1 Channel a - 62 Hz 
2 Channel 1 - 125 Hz 
3 Channel 2 - 250 Hz 
4 Channel 3 - 500 Hz 
5 Channel 4 - 1000 Hz 
6 Channel 5 - 2000 Hz 
7 Channel 6 - 4000 Hz 
9 Mic 1 
10 Mic 2 
19 -12 V -12 V
20 Serial out 
21 +12 V +12 V
22 Serial in 
A +5 V +5 V
z GND GND
Note: All other connections unused. 
.. , 
Al'Pll!IDIX B 
LISTEN PROGRAM LISTING 
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:iCS-Sl 11ACiiO i!SSEi'IBLfR L!SiEN 
ISIS-II NCS-51 !ACRO ASSEMBLER V2,0 
tlO OBJECT !'!O!lULE RElWESTED 
ASSE11BLER IIWCKED BY: ASl!Sl LISTEN.SRC NOOBJECT NOPA6IN6 PRJNTl:TO:J 
lOC OlJ UNE SOURCE 
2 
l Jtttltltttltltttttt111tttlllttll1tlttllttttltttttttttttttltttttttttttt 
4 mnnnuuuuun uuuuu1uunuu 
5 nuuuutuuuuu Voice Recognition Sysh• unuuuunruuu 
& ; unuuutnnunn nuuunntunuu 
1 ; nunnnuunnnt LISTEN 1nn1111nttt1n11u 
e ; 1nuununnunu nu11ntuttnu1u, 
9 ; tttttltlttttttltlttttttttttttJttttttttttttlttttlttltttttllttttlttttttt 
10 
11 
12 ---- --- --------- --
1' 
14 
15 Date: !1ily S, 1983 
16 Update: July a, 1963 - Revision 3.21 
17 
18 Author: Thoaas Liu 
19 
20 Source: LISTEN,SRC 
21 Object: LISTEN.OBJ 
22 
2l Purpo51: 
24 This prograa is responsible fer scanning the outputs �f 
25 the filter bank1 detecting th11 !laundaries af ·�ords, and 
26 ca111unicating 11ith the host ca;puter, 
27 
28 Nata: 
29 This vtrsian cf this pragra1 i! bas:d an md tad-Hied f:--01 
JO earlier test pragrams1 
ll iESTS,SRC - JiJ Kepler m: 246 - Spring t9S3) 
J2 VOICEl,SRC - Carl Shiner (EE 49S - Spring 11931 
;; 
34 
74 
35 
36 
';I 
;---------- ----- ----- ------
38 tun CO!lSiANiS JUU 
39 
40 
41 i SFER =Sa•pling �eriod valae, fer loading into h�er :J iZ �ytes), 
42 
43 ; ]PF =�u�her of �andpass filters. " 
DCOO 
0007 
0020 
ooco 
0008 
1021 
OOCA 
OOOA 
002A 
ZMO 
zaoo 
4S i SiLTl'I =Settling tii.e constant for_ log a;p 1 us.! li.lO us (1 �'ftl!l,
4b 
�7 ; TF.R :ifareshold valu:! for for Cl!tecting �oundaries <2 bytesJ. 
48 ; 
49 ; srcc =Silence ?eriod ;::ount constant, in units of sa.mpling period. 
:o j 
51 l STCND :�11and frcm host to start looking for a �ord, 
52 ; 
S3" ; RDCIID =Co11and from �est to trau1it one fraae ::if Cata. 
54 ; 
�5 ; 11L :Character to non to indicah end of record, 
i tiiiii1 =End of ;1ord aarker. 
; 
Si 
57 
sa· 
S! 
,o 
!1
,2
il
64
,s
; lNBEG :B1ginning �f external iemory, 
; lllEND =End of external 311ory�I. 
I 
; IIUXST =Address of th! first channel cf the 111ulti�luer. 
"
,1
;----- - -·-----
,a"
70 
71 
72 
73 
;4 
SPER EQU ODCOOH 
SPF EGU 7 
STLiN EQU 20H 
i5 i: 
l Sampling peri�d for iS JS rate 
; Mumber of bands 
; Settling ti111e for l,:;g aap noo usJ 
7� ; P3ra11ters for boU!ldary detection 
rriR f!U 
SFCC EOU ' 
OOCOH 
a 
; C�11ands fr�• tha hast 
I 
SiCltD Egu ,,, 
F.QCJ'ID EQU 10 
l 
; ihreshold hvd \l'!al: = 2SSISFF!l 
; Silence period ca1.ir.t rn!sh,it 
; Stirt seare:11ing for a 'iior:I 
i Reljuest far next fract of d3h 
n 
76 
79 
ao 
81 
82 
Bl 
al 
!5
16
87
BS
s,
; Special chancters sent Jy this progrH 
NL E!JU 
EOWlt EQU 
90 ; 
10 
·T
'i1 ; .3uffer RAii space 
I 
Xl'!BES Eau 
lNEIID E!JU 
I 
2000H 
27FFH+1 
; i'larks end a; frame ar er.d �; ._ord .ur.�er 
} �d af ·i1crd urker tJ Most c:.:puter . 
; Start of e�terniil .1e�ary 
j End of ·.?:-;ternal aeJllor1 ., 1 
•2
13 
94 
15 
';& 
17 
; Start addr�ss for the iulti?l�r.er 
.�UXST EiU 
75 
11 
100 
101 
102 
!Ol
104
!bl
106
107
108
10!
l!O
!!! 
1!2 
lll 
!!I 
lll 
!!I 
!!7 
l!B 
!!! 
120 
121 
122 
123 
121 
121 
126 
127 
i:a 
12! 
llO 
131 
132 
lll 
134 
0000 13:S 
0001 134 
0002 ll7 
OOOl 138 
0004 1:19 
140 
111 
112 
lll 
114 
HS 
116 
147 
14, 
14! 
15<J 
!�I
••• ••• 
;··------------------ --·-
lllll FLAGS lllll 
J 
J START :1Indicahs th, beginning of i \!lard hu bHn found. it is 
initiali:1d to :aro, and cantroled by th1 subroutine CEiECT. 
; 
; Si s!ndicatH th, pro;ru is lcakiilg fer a i,or:t. foitillly it is 
;· nro. It is stt by the inhrupt rautin1 INTR, rt is cliared 
by tht sutiroutint DETECT. 
; 
; HCRDY sfndicates th, hast camputlr is re!dy far a fra11 of data. 
Initially it is ara. It is cantrolad by thl! inhrupt routine, 
; lftT :1[ndicat11 th1r1 is data in the buffer ready far trans1ission. 
Initiilly it is nro, It is set by t!te subroutine PUTtlf and 
cl1artd by th, subroutine GETOUT. 
; T!F •lndicahs the transi:itttr is ru.dy to trant1it �ah,
Initially it is set. It is clund by tht s1.1brcutin1 
DATAGUT, ind sit by th1 interupt r�tint iNTR, 
--------- ·---------·---
nn1 BIT ADDRESS S?ACE IUU 
BSES 
J 
START: OBIT l 
TJF: DBIT 1 
HCRDf1 DBIT 1 
U!T: DSIT 1 
STJ DBIT 1 
i Flags a 11crd hu bun d1hthd 
I Trans:1i tttr rndy 
; Host ccapuhr rtady ta reui v1 
; Datl in llufhr uaiting trsns1iuian 
; Look fer start cf i ;4(Jrd 
--�----�- -·----·--
I 
; 
; 11111 YARJABLES SIIII 
I 
; TPNEii zie1�crar',I buffer far curr,nt sa1�les, 
J 
; rBQLO zTH!JCr:try �LIH!r fer �revious s.u11l1;;, 
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0030 
003i 
003E 
0040 
0041 
0COO 
(000 G2!J100 
77 
153 i 
154 : COUNT =Used bv DETECT to count the numher of ti.!!les 5U11<THR
!SS
. 
11hen ·in' the middle of a word. 
" 
156
157
158 i---- --------- ---------------------------------
159 
160 
161 UiU OAiA ADDRESS SPACE lUU 
162 
103 
164 
105 
166 
167 
168 
!b9
170
171
172
173
DSES AT 30H 
' 
TBNEih OS 
TBOLD: ns 
Sil!!: OS 
COUNT: DS 
STACK: OS 
BPF 
BPF 
2 
; Start data addresses at he� -30 
i Current samples 
; Previous samples 
; Sus of band, <lo•, Mghl bytl!s 
j Number of silent frames 
; Start of shtk spac.e 
1i4 1- -- --- ---------- - --------- ----------------
liS
176
177 UUl RE6ISiER USAGE (BANK 0) UUl 
17B
179 ; 
180 ; DPTR -Points to the next available spac.e �n the buffer. 
181 i 
182 i Ri1 R6 -Points to the next character to be pulled out of th11 hu1fer 
183 !R7=high order byte, R6=loM order byte},
184 ;
185 ; RO -P1Jinter into te1porary buffer, 
186 ;
187 j R2 -l!ultiplexer address for the ADC0316. 
188 ;
169 ; Rl,RS -Scratch registers. 
190
171
192 1UU !BANK 11 tU-U 
193
19'1 i 
19'S j RO,Rl -Scratch registers. 
116
19i
196 i----------------- ------·--------- -----------------
199 
:oo 
2C1 u-ur POWER-UP RESET tUU
202 
203 
2Q4 
20'5 
20!: 
CSES 
ORS 
J:-!P 
0 
B6S 
; ?:iwer-uo re!:et starts \er� 
i .fo;np to :tart :;f ,rcgra.i11 
0100 
OtOO 758141 
0!03 755921 
0106 �BDr'E 
0109 7S8BFE 
OlOC 758840 
O!OF 759850 
0112 75A890 
0115 758810 
0118 902000 
OllB 7F20 
0110 7£00 
011F C202 
0121 C203 
0123 czoo
0125 il201 
0127 C:?04 
2111 
262 
2!l 
211 
ORS 
66M: NOY 
!OOH
SP, !STACK !nitizlize stack pointer
.265 ; 
2&6 ; Configure ti1ers O and 1: 
267 tit!r O ·> l6·bit counter 
268 ti1er 1 ·) B·bit auta·reload 
2ii9 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
2.78 
279 
210 
281 
212 
283 
284 
285 
286 
J 
l'IOY Tl'IOil,10010000lB ; Set up tiHrS 
; Sit up serial part clock rate 
J 
!'IOV 
,av 
i'IOY 
nu, IOFEH 
TLl,iOFEH 
TCDN, t.40H 
Baud rate=9600 
.; Start timer t 
; Sat up serial port aode IS·�it UARTJ 
MOY SCON,1010100008 ; :s)aode 1, eniblt serial reception 
; . 
; Enable interrupts fro1 serial port cnly 
J 
NOV 
NOV 
i Ena.bl&! interrupt fro• serial port 
; Serial port has high priority 
287 Ini ti il i zt buffer painters 
288 
289 
2,0 
291 
292 
293 
291 
295 
296 
297 
2�9 
'199 
300 
.JOl ; 
,cv 
NOV 
,cv 
DPTR,IINBE6 ; Put pointer 
R71 1(Hl6H Xl'IBEGJ; Get paintar IRi=!!igh a·rderJ 
R6,l(LOM Xl'IBE61 ; l!i6=1c,i arderl 
Initialize flags 
CLR HCRDY 
CLR X!'IT 
CLR START 
SETB TiF 
CLR ST 
Initialize ta host l'!Ot rudy 
Initialize to �o data in buffer 
Initialize ta 1ord nat yet started 
; Initializ2 to tnnsaithr ready 
; I,,itizliza to not lcoHng far Mard 
79 
302 
, 303 
101 
:iOS 
;·------ ----····-�·----·--·-··-·-
306 
;i07 ; 
ttttt MAIN LOOP llttl 
309 ; This is the tain loop, At every supling inUrval 1 a!l 3PF .:�annils 
309 i are scam1ed� placed inta teaparary buffer, ;;nli calc:ihted the ;u:11 af 
310 i these suples. 
31! 
LOOFO: JIIB 
313 i 
; �ai t untill Most ,:��pater says GU 
�t4 ; 'aet up u�er for oamaling �ericd 
BO 
:15 
012C C.:'.SC S'lb C�R !RO i Disable tiler O while it's being reset 
•H2E C2BD 317 CL&· iFO j Clear tiller t) OY!!rf1011 
0130 7SSCOC i1a HOV THO,IOUSH SFERJ; Load tiaer O so it overflo11s aftar 
0133 7SSAOO 31! NOV TLO,l{LOW SFE3) ; one sampling period 
OIS'O D28C 320 SEiB !RO Start ti11r O 
321 1 
ll2 i initidize for each cuter loap 
3"" ••
0133 7830 324 HOV RO,ITBNEW ; Init tt11porary buffer pointer 
013A 753£00 325 HOV SUl!+0,10 ; !nit SUI 
0130 i�FOO 321 NOV SUIS+l,10 
0140 7AOO 327 r!D.V R2,l�UIST l Initial ,'1UI iddres; 
329 1 
329 ; inner loop to read each band 
3l0 
0!42 9A'10 331 LOOP!: HOO Pl,R2 I Send l!UI ADDRESS 
OJH D2B3 lll SETB P3.3' 
0146 7D20 m NOV R5,!STUll ; Leg aap settling 
Q148 DDFE 3l4 OJNZ R51 S 
Ol4A CZB3 l;!; l:lR Fl,l i Start conversion 
O HC i590FF JS'6 NOV Pt, IOFfH i Part 1 far input 
O!IF DlBl m sera P3.2 ; P3,2 is i�put 
0151 30B2rD 3J8 JNB P3,2,S i �ii t until end af can·1!rsi on 
0154 D2B4 339 sm Pl,4 i Enabl! i,utput fro1 ADC 
0156 ES90 340 NOV A,Pl ; Read data 
0158 C2B4 141 l:lR P3". 4 ; Disable i,utput fra1 ADC 
015A Fi 342 NOV iRO,A j Stan into te.11parary buffer 
0158 253E 343 ADO A,SUJ'l+O ; Add ta SUI 
01SD F53E :m NOV SUl!+-0,A 
015F 553F 345 NOO A,SUl!+t 
Olbl 3400 346 ADDC A_,10 
'Jl.�3 F� 347 :,,iov SU!'l+I ,A 
0165 OA 348 !NC Rl ; Next channel 
0106 oa 349 INC RO 
,illii SA07D8 350 CJNE R2,tB?F1 L�CP1 j Until all �ands sa11plid 
351 1 
;!;2 
lSl 
; Call tn, det,ct and output procedure 
016A 3174 ;:;4 ACAL!. DETECT ; �ard ar no ,iord?? 
016C 3000BA 355 .JffB START,UlOPO j Loop fast until start of �ard 
0�6F 308DFD ;:;, JNB TFO,i l �ait for ti.ler av!rf!o-.. 
•ll72 2129 357 AJHP LDDPO 
358 
359 
360 --- - -----
161 
362 
3ol ; Jtttt DEiECT itttt 
364 
l65 
Jbii ihis routine detects the sbrt and end af a ;.;er�. A ilard has '::egun 
Jiij J ;.ihen the tdal energy exceeds threshold, ttlat i!, :'.Ul'!O i i�R, 3i;.Rr 
368 i i:: then �et and COUNT is reset. When STARi.:11 dat;i :n t2iponry Jufh!r 
01i4 COEO 
,Jli& ES3F 
01i8 C3 
01i? 9400 
0178 7004 
01iD E51E 
017F 94CO 
0181 4000 
0153 i54000 
018& 300002 
0189 31118 
0188 D200 
0180 DOEO 
OlBF 22 
0190 200003 
om DOEO 
0195 22 
019& 0540 
0198 7401 
019A 854009 
Ol'!D C200 
019F 31CE 
01A1 C20-4 
,)IA3 OO:o 
O!AS 22 
V!Aii 3!AB 
,)l�O ]OEU 
,JlriA 2:: 
3&9 ; iRO is narmali:ed1 converted to ASCII and than ,cut inta the buffer in 
jiQ ; external RAif (ACALL SENDJ, �hen SiART::il but SUHO < THR, C:OUNT is . 
371 ; incretented. CDUNT caunts the nu1ber of consecutive tiies SUNG < irlR. 
372 ; If CDUNT < SPCC, silance peraid count, than the d&ta iRO is narnlized 
81 
373 l converted and put inta the buffer iACALL SENDJ. If COUNT2SPCC, clear START 
374 ; to indicate end of a 11ord, The end of 11ord !larker is placed into the 
375' J buffer {ACALL WORlfl , 
376 
m 
378 
379 
!BO
381
382
383
384
385
38&
387
DEJECT: PUSH ACC ' 
; First decide if SUit < iHR 
DLO: 
NOV 
CLR 
SUBB 
JNZ 
NDV 
SUBB 
JC 
A,SUlf+l 
c 
A, t !HIGH THRl 
DLO 
A,SUN+O 
A,l(LOII THRI 
Dll 
3BB ; 
389 i Hen Sllff }-:t THR 
390
�91
392
393
394
395
396
!!OY 
JNB 
A CALL 
DLlST: SETB 
POP 
RET 
COUNT,IOOH 
START,DL1ST 
SElfD 
START 
ACC 
"391 ; 
"398 ; Hen SUH < THR 
' 
OL!: JD 
' 
PDP 
RET 
START,DL2 
HCC 
J Here START:! and SUII < THR ' 
DL21 INC i:OUNT 
' 
NOY A,ISPCC 
CJNE A,COUNT,DLl 
; Check high hyte first 
J C:1 1'hen SUI'! < THR 
; If nat equal, coaparisan result known 
i �ch C=Q here 
i C=1 1o1hen SUII < rHit 
; Ju1p if C=-1 
; Ini ti ali u count 
; Skip if this is first sample cf word 
; Put dih into buffer 
; Indicatt start ar 1iddl2 11ord 
i Return since SiAfiT::iO and SUII ,; T:-iR 
; COUNT<> SPCC then juap 
"399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
!Oo
407 
!OS
409, 
410 
411 
412 
413 
41' 
415 
41& 
417 
418 
419 
420 
; Here START=!, SUII < THR, and COUNT=SPCC 
' 
CLR 
ACAL!. 
CLR 
POP 
RET 
i Hen SiHRT=l 1 
... 
r.:.1 
START 
WORII i Put end af 11Crd marker in huf!er 
ST ; lie lcng1r at start af word 
ACC 
s,m { iHR, and COO/ff ( ZPCC 
I Put data in b�ffer 
82 
413 
{24 
41! ·--- ---------------------• 
426 
127 
428 Stlll SEND tttlt 
429 
430 ; 
�31 J This routine convert to ascii using CONVERT BPF consecutive bytes of data. 
432 j ihe first byh is pointed to by STIRO, ihe data is thin put inh e:ternal 
4n' ; RAI! by PUTIN. '" 
01MB COEO 1'5 SEND; PllSH ACC 
OlAD 0203 436 SETII RSO ; Bank L 
O!AF i830 137 ,av RO, tTBffEil Initiali:t for loop 
0131 i93i 438 NOV Rl,tTBOL.D 
0193 7r,Oi lo! NOV R2i 1BPF rfuaber of bands 
140 ; 
m ; Loop converts and thin puts data into buffer 
112 ; 
0195 E6 113 NL2: ,av A,fRO j A has data 
0186 Ci 444 XCH A1fR1 ; Stores as previous sa.tpli 
O!B7 lb HS ADD A,fRO ; Average the tNo saaples 
OlBS 13 "' RRC A i Divides by 2 
01B9 3400 147 ADDC ,,10 ; Round off 
O!BB C2D3 448 ClR RSO ; Reset to reg bank O for cail s 
O!BD 31F-0 ,n A CALL CONVERT ; Data is noN ascii, and in A 
O!BF D2D3 450 SETII RSO ; Return to reg. billk 1 
451 ; 
152 ; Dilh is put into buffer (ext, RAHJ 
153 ; 
om oa 451 !NC RO ; rnc to next data �yta 
•l!C2 09 455 INC RI 
01C3 DAFO 156 DJNZ R2,NL2 ·f Laop until all bands
·JlC'S i4M 457 l!OY A,jNL 
OlCi 5109 !SB A CALL PUTIN ; Put a line feed in buf�,
01C9 .OOEO 159 PDP ACC 
01ca c:ol 460 CL.I RSO ; R1turn ta reg, bani: 0
OtCD 21 461 RET 
162 
46J 
161 ---- ---
465 
!bi
167 lllll WORN lStll 
4!8'" ; 
170 ; This routine p11ts an end af 11crd aarlc:l!r intw th! buffer 
471 ; 
OlCE COEO 472 iORN: PUSH ACC 
01.00 742A �i3 MDV A,tEO�II ; Put in end of :'Ord urk 
OIDZ 5107 474 ACl!lL PUTIN 
0104 740A 475 ,av A1 tNL ; NL ctiara;:ur 
·;ttb 3109 m .'tCALL PUilN 
·noa DOEO
OlDA 22
OtnB 30010A 
OlDE 300207 
01E1 300304 
01£4 S!Zl 
1J1E6 31E9 
O!E9 22 
01E9 C299 
iJlEi C201 
OlED �79 
O!EF 2Z 
OlFO CCEO 
01F2 C4 
•l!FJ JIFE
OlFS DOEO
01F7 COEO
OlF? 31FE
OIFB DOEO
01FD 22
477 
479 
479 
490 
481 
182 
493 
184 
,as 
486 
487 
48B 
489 
190 
491 
192 
493 
194 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
!:06 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
511 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
S21 
522 
523 
521 
525 
526 
527 
sza 
529 
POP 
RET 
ACC 
83 
-------·--·----------- --- ------
; 
; ihis routine ch1tks to see if a data can be trans1itt�d 
; 
!AYBE: JNB
JNB 
JN8 
ACALL 
ACALL 
Ml: RET 
TtF ,111 
HCRDY,Nl 
XNT ,JU 
SETDUT 
DATAOUT 
; Trans1i ttl!'r rudy? 
; Host rudy? 
; Ddat to transmit? 
; Vtsf get data Troa buffer 
J Send it 
-----·-------- ---- ---------
lllll DATACUT llSII 
; 
; Output data fro1 tht ACC through serial i/o 
; 
DATAOUT;CLR 
CLR 
NOV 
RET 
-------------- -----------
;: uui C!iNYERT UIU 
; 
; Convl!rts data byte in ACC into t•o ASCII characters and �uts them 
; into the buffer 
; 
CONVEilT:PUSH 
SWAP 
ACALL 
POP 
PUSH 
11CALL 
POP 
RET 
ACC 
A 
OUTHEI 
ACC 
,cc 
OUTHEl 
ACC 
; Save byte 
_: Shift to right 4 bits 
; Output high order h!!: jigit 
; Set original byb 
; Save it again 
; Lo•e order digit 
; Set original byt! na,k 
5!0 ;----- ----- - - ---- --------- -------------
OlFE S40F 
noo 2490 
Q202 04 
0203 3440 
0205 04 
,nvo s109 
0206 22 
0209 FO 
020A D203 
020C A3 
0200 COEO 
OlOF ES83 
0211 S42S08 
0214 ES82 
0216 840003 
0219 702000 
021C DOEO 
•121E l!DB
0220 22
0221 COB3 
0223 C082 
0225 3FB3 
0227 SESZ 
0229 EQ 
•):2A A3 
531 
532 
533 IUU OUTHEI UUS 
Sll 
535 i 
84 
536 ; Convert and send the lower 4 bits as hex digit in ASCII 
536 
539 
540 
511 
512 
543 
Sii 
545 
546 
517 
SIB 
549 
sso 
551 
SS2 
553 
551 
SSS 
556 
557 
ssa­
S!i9 
SiO 
m 
Sil 
5&3 
564 
5!5 
s,, 
567 
568 
509 
570 
571 
�i2 
OUTHEX: AffL 
ADD 
n, 
11,tOFH 
A, 190H 
A 
; Retain lc•er 4 bits 
; Canvert ta ASCii hax digit 
' 
hODC 111 HOH 
DA A 
ltCALL PUTIN 
---- ·------------------- ---
j nus PUTIN usu 
' 
; "aves byte in ACC ta buffer RAl'l's, DPTR holds ttie 16bit address whi�h 
; sust reuin insidt our 11e1ory limits. ' 
PUTIN, NOYX 
SETB 
IMC 
PUSH 
NOY 
CJME 
l'IOV 
CJME 
NOY 
DDNE?1 POP 
A CALL 
RET 
tDPTR,A. 
li'!T 
DPTR 
,cc 
A,DPH 
111 lfHI6H XNEND) ,DONE? 
A,DPL 
A,l!LOII Xl1END),DONE? 
DPTR,IXIIBEG 
ACC 
NAYBE 
; i'love the data into RAN 
; Something is na• in buffer 
; Save 
i Check that OPTR is stiil 11ithin 
; li;aits 
; Reset DPTil if outside li;iits 
.; Restore 
_; Set if �an send so;ething 
---------- ------- --------
573 nus GETOlli nus 
571 
S75 j 
576 ; Transfars onr data byh fro• the buffer ta the ACC. Uses R71 Rb as
57i ; pointer ta th, data byh 
578 
579 
SBO 
581 
582 
se'3 
ea4 
' 
GETOUT: PUSH 
PUSH 
NOY 
!DY
i'IO'IX
!liC
OFH 
OFL 
DP!f,R7 
OPL,R& 
A,iDPTR 
DP"'R 
; Save OPTil 
J Set up OFTR for data tnnsfer 
i Get data f�o� R�� 
85 
:;21B AF83 555 '" R7 1 DPII Lead incre�entad µcint�r Oa:k 
1JZ:D AE82 586 l'IOV R6,DPL into ?.:7 1 ?.:6 
OnF 0082 �97 POP OPL 
0231 �083 SSB POP �Pff ; Restore 
02:J eF:so; S_S9 CJNE R7,l(HI6ff X�ENDJ,O�NE6 i Check that Ri, R6 are 1o1itl:in 
•1236 BE0004 590 CJNE R6 1 1iLOW XNENDJ,OONES j li1its 
0239 iF20 Sii NOY R7,l(HI6H-XNBESJ EI se must re!et 
0238 iEM 592 i'IDV ?.:6,t(l!iii XNBEGJ 
023D COEO 593 DONES: PUSH HCC l 5ave dah 
12:F Er 591 l10Y A,R7 ; Se!! if any 11ore data 
024-0 B5B306 595 CJHE A, DPH, CONTI 
o:n EE 596 NOY A,R6 
0244 ass202 597 CJHE A,DPL,CDNTI 
C24i C203 s,a CLR INT 
0219 COEO 599 CCIIT!: POP ACC Restore data byte 
0248 21 600 RET 
601 
102 
603'· ;-------- '----- ------- ------
�04 ;7/6/Bl-12:24-tcl 
605 
606 
607 EflO 
S'll'IBOL iABL: L:srrns ----- -- -
1' H 11 E 
ACC. , � • 
BGN, • , • 
BPF, , , , 
CO Nil, • , 
CONVERT. , 
COUNT, , , 
DATAOUT. , 
DETECT , , 
DLO, , • , 
DLl, • , , 
DUST, , , 
DL2, • , • 
DL:i. , , , 
DONES, , 
OONEP, , , 
DPH, , , , 
ilPL, , , , 
ECilll • , • 
GETDUT • , 
HCRDY, , • 
I1 • • • •  
I2 , , , , 
I4 •••• 
IE • , , • 
INTR , , , 
IP , ••• 
LOOPQ, , , 
LOOP!, , , 
!11 ' ••• 
IIAVilE, , , 
NUXST. , 
NL, , , , 
l'IL2 ••• • 
OUiilEI , , 
Pt • , • , 
?3 • • • •  
?Sil, , , , 
PUTrN, , , 
RI , , , , 
RllCrlD, , , 
RSO. , , • 
SBUF . .. 
SCDM , , 
SEND .. , 
SP • , , , 
SPCC , • , 
SP:R , , , 
ST • •  , , 
T Y P E 
O ADDR 
C ADDR 
HUNS 
C AOOR 
C HDDR 
D ADDR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ilDDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADOR 
D ADDR 
D ADDR 
ffUIII 
C AODR 
B AODR 
C ADDR 
c anoR 
C ADOR 
ll ADDR 
C ADDR 
O ADDR 
C ADOR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
Ntil'IB 
NUNB 
C ADDR 
C ADDR 
D ADIJR 
D HllDR 
D ADDP. 
C ADDR 
B AODR 
NUNS 
B !\ilDR 
D HODR 
D ADDR 
i: ADDR 
D riDDR 
NUMB 
�U1'1B 
B .�DOR 
V ALU E 
OOEOH A 
0100H A 
OOOiH A 
024'iH A 
01FOH • 
0040H • 
OIEIJH. A 
Oti4H A 
OISIH A. 
0190H ' 
OlSBH ' 
OI'i6H A 
01A6H A 
02:iDH • 
021CH A 
OOBlH • 
OOB2H • 
002AH ' 
0221H ' 
0020H,2 A 
OOlE!l A 
00:l7H • 
0051H A 
OOABH • 
002lH ' 
OOBBH • 
0121H A 
0142H A 
OIESH A 
OIDBH A 
OOOOH A 
OOOAH A 
01B5H ' 
OIFEH A 
0090H A 
•iOBOH • 
OODOH A 
020'iH A 
0099H.O A 
OOOAH A 
OODOH,J ,l 
0099K A 
009Bff A 
OIABH ' 
OOSIH A 
OOOSH A 
DCOOH A 
OOZOH.4 ,l 
86 
ATTRIBUTES 
87 
3T�CK. , , D iiDDR U041H ' 
Si ART, , , 6 ADDR 0020H:O A 
sn::m • • •  NUMB 002:H ' 
STLTII, • •  IWNB 0020H A 
Sill'!. • • ' D ADDR OO'SEH ' 
TBHr,. , , il iiDDR 0030H A 
iBOLD, , , D ADDR 003iH A 
TCON , , , D ADilR OOSSH A 
TFO, , , , B ADDR OOSSH.5 A 
iHO, , , , D ADDR OOSCH A 
T'H!. , , , ii IIDDR OOSDH A 
iliR, , , , IMIB OOCOH A 
Tl • • • •  S ADDR 009SH, 1 A 
TiF, • •  , B ADDR 0020H, 1 A 
TLO • • •  , D ADDR OOSAH A 
TL!. , , , D ADDR OOSBH A 
il'IOD . .  , D ADDR OOB9H A 
TRO, , , , B ADDR OOSSH,I A 
WORII , , , C ADDR O!CEH A 
IIIBE5, , , NUl!B lOOOH A 
Xl'IEHD, , , IIUNB lBOOH A 
Il'IT, • •  , B ADDR 0020H,3 A 
RESISTER BAHK{Sl USED: O, TARGET IIACHJNE!Sl: 50�1 
ASSEl!Si.Y CDNPLEiE', NO ERRORS FOUND 
APPENDIX C 
TRAINING PROGRAM "ISTING 
BB 
:1P/Pascai Rev 3.00 07-JUL-e3 20:Jl:27 
t' 
2, { t1tlltttttt11111ttltttt1Jtl11111111111111t111111111llltltttllll1ttl111) 
s. { nnn1n1unnnn1 nnnsnnuuunn l 
4. c nunusuinnnn1 Voice Reccgni tian Systu nnuunsnunnn }
s. { ununnunnuns 1nuunnunnun J 
6. { UUUUUtU111UIU TRAINING n1nnnnnnunn } 
7. { 1ll11ttl111111JtlltJt 11111tll11ttl1111111t} 
a. { utnnnunnusnn111nnnun1uu1n11nnsttu1ntu1n1ntnt },.
10, FRDSRAl'I TRAINING ! IIIPUT, C!UTPUT J; 
tt. 
12. ( Datei April 22, 1983 )
14, { Updahd: July 6, 1983 • Revision 2,12) 
ts. 
16, C Author: Thotis Liu ) 
17, 
18. C This is tht TRAI!UN& pbaSt af the Voict Rtcognitian Syst!I,
19.
20. ------) 
21.
22, COIISJ VOCAB_FILE z 'V!lCA81 ; , File af prototypes far vocabulary} 
23. IN]CRT]ILE z 'fTIIP; C In11ut device fro1 F-E box }
24, otrr_PORT_FILE"' 'fTT01'.:< Outp11t davic.a ta F-E box l 
25, END_CND z '1{12}'; { End of input i:01mand, includjng ML}
26, ElfDJiORD z 't'; C End of lfOrd 1ark1r} 
27, FE_START "' '! '; < Start cll111and to F-E box } 
28, FE_RESET"' '1'; { Resat co.Hand ta F-E bax J 
29. MI_SANPLE "' 60; { 1'1axi1u1 111;1ber of samples per 11ord } 
3'0, m."' '<12)'; { NL character) 
lt. 
32, TYPE LINE_TYPE z ARRAY L1 .. 20l OF CHAR; 
3J, C Inp11t line buffer typli! i 
35. 
36, 
37. 
3'8. 
!9.
40. 
It, 
42. 
41, ,,. 
45. 
46. 
47, 
48. 
;,, 
50. 
51. 
I/AR 1/0CAB : TEIT; C Vacibulary file } 
IN_PORT : IDT; { I;iput dah fro1 F-E box } 
OUT_?ORT : TEXT; C Output control to F-E box } 
WORD � STRING 00; { Input word ar tnd tD.Htnd } 
SAflPLE: ARRAY [1,,l'IAI_SANPLEl OF LINE_TY?E; 
C Dat.a for each sillplt } 
DUMY ; LINE.TYPE; { Used when sample siz1 tao large } 
TOD_LARGE � BCOWlf; ( Indicates saple si:e too long } 
N ; INTEGER; { Nu1ber of saphs i,1 this word } 
I I J 1 INTEGER; { Loop count } 
ACTIVE : SOOL:AN; { indicates activity .fro1 F-E box } 
CH: CHAR; { A11s11er t� yes/no question} 
!UN_$ANPLE : INTEGER; { , ini1111 nu.1oer of supies ;ier word }
SPC : !lfTE6ER; { 5il�nce period count fro1 FE box i 
�:;:. PRCCEJUF.E !lHT!HLI!E: 
89 
. ,
53. { fnitialization procl!durt }
51, BEGIN 
SS. RESET<IN]ORT,IN_PORT_FILE}; C Reset input port l 
56. REilRITE<aUT _PORT, OUT _PORT _Fii.El; ( Restt output port } 
57, FiLEAPPE.�O!VOCAB,1JOCAB_FILE!; ( Append to vocab tilt } 
SB, WRITE!OUTPUT,-'Enter 1initut saplt count: 'l; 
5'1, READLHl INPUT ,IHN_SAIIPLE) J 
60. WRITEtoUTPUT,'Enter silence period count: 'J;
61. REAOUHINPUT, SPCJ
62, END; 
63. 
64. {----- -------) ,:.
66, PROCEDURE READUNE < VAR F: TEXT; VAR LINE: LINE_TYPE l; 
67, ( Reads in one lint into array of char, ter1inating �ith <NL}} 
ca. { Null chantters are ignored,· since for so11 reason, the IIPTilOO lt!Il 
69. < nc1iv1 th!I ev1n though th1y 11aren't tril1S1itted, or 11enn't they? l
70. CONST NULL = '(0)'; ( Null character } 
71, VAR I : INTEGER; { index into array } 
72, E_O_L : BOOLEAN; ( Indicates !ff. received } 
7l, BESIN 
i4, 
75. 
1,. 
n. 
78. 
79. 
80, 
81. 
82. 
9l, 
a,. 
85. 
Sb. 
87. 
0a. 
69. 
90, 
91, 
92. 
9l, 
91. 
95. "· 
97. 
!B,"·
100. 
101. 
�02. 
!OJ,
104.
10"5".
!06.
1 l" O; 
REPEAT 
{ Init J 
I:zI+l; 
READ IF ,LINE(lll; 
E_O_l ;:i (l!NE[l]=NL}; 
IF LINE!Il • NULL 
{ Keep tracts of chars} 
C Get one char } 
C Check for NL character } 
{ tgncr1 null chars} 
THEH I l'" I - 1 
UNTIL E.0.L C Tc end of line} 
EffD; 
!----�---�� ·------ ----} 
BESIN C !'fain progra J 
WRITE1.N(QUTPUT,'Training session started,,,'); 
INITIALIZE; { Initialize this progra1} 
REPEAT ( Ca1Hl'ld loop } 
WRITtfOUTPUT,' Input itard ! •r to exitl: 'l; 
READl..'f( INPUT 1 �ORDJ; { Set input Mord l 
IF WORD<> EffD_Cl'ID THEN { Cnly if not end of cc11and i
BES IN 
M :z O; { !nitiali:e count 1 
WRiiaJHOUTPUT,'Say the 11ord ty;ied above into the .Jicrophc:ie.''J; 
ltfllTE'{QUT_PORT,FE.SiARTlJ { Tell F-E boi to start sa;pling} 
rao_LttRSE J" FALSE; { !nit flags}
ACTIVE l" FALSE; 
DUfll'IYCU := ' 'i { init duuy} 
REPEAT 
WRITELN!QUT_PORil; { Send a <NL} to signify �eady i 
t c:iecks saaple sia } IF N < �AI.SA"PL! iHEH 
N := i1 t 1; 1 Keep track of cour.i:: } 
REA DUNE Wl_?ORT, SANFLEUil J ; \ Ir.put ;Hp!! froa ;:"-E bil:c } 
ff :iOT .�CTrVE THEM { Only llhen act:vity :agins} 
90 
107, 
!OB,
li}9.
110.
1!1.
112,
113.
!14.
l!S, 
lll, 
117, 
118. 
119. 
!20.
121.
1::.
124. 
12S, 
126, 
127, 
128, 
127, 
130, 
m. 
132. 
m. 
13;, 
IZS, 
130, 
137, 
!JS.
139.
140.
141.
ENll 
ELSE 
SES IN 
WRiiELN iiiUTFUT, 'In11ut active!' l; 
ACi:VE : = TRUE 
END 
BE61N 
READ LINE ( IN.PORi I CUl!l'IYJ i 
iOO_LARGE := iRUE 
C ihro11 away this reading } 
{ Set flag } 
ENO 
UNTIL !SAIIPLEiN,IJ:END_iiORDl OR { Until end of 1tord prototype i 
iDU!'!IIYCll=END)IORDJ i 
IF N- { IIIH.SAt!PlE THEN C To11 fe11 sa1ples i 
iiRITELHCCUTPUT,'Word too sitort! Input ignored.'! 
El.SE IF TOO_LAR6E THEN { Too 1any sample!) 
IIR!iELNCOUTPUT, ·ward_ too long! Input ignored.'! 
El.SE 
BEGIN 
WRITECOUTPUT,'Store this prototype? 'Ii 
READLNIINPUT,CH)j ·{ Get ans11er } 
IF (Cffa'Y'J OR {CH='y') 
THEM 
BEGIN 
IIRITE(OUTPUT,'Storing ',IIDRDJ; 
WRITE(VOCAB,WORDJ; { Start into vocabulary} 
FOR I :: 1 TD N·SPC·I DD { Stan the prototype } 
BEGIN 
J :: O; 
REPEAT 
J::J+l; 
IIRITE{VDCAB,SANPLECI,Jll 
UNTIL EANPLECI,JJ:NL 
END; 
WRiiELN!VOCAB.,EliD.JICRD) { End·ohtard s.rker I 
END 
142, ELSE IIRITEUHOUTPUT, 'Input ignored!' l 
11,. END 
144, END 
14S, UNTIL WORD "' Eh'D.Cl!D; { Until tnd CDllind detected } 
146. WRir�UHOUTPUT, 'Training ended.' J
1-47, END C 7/0i8j·16:27·tcl }, 
91 
14i source lines 1¢E!rt coapiled in 7 ainutes 30 sminds 
Progra1 area Size in Mords -- --------- --·---�------ -
Prcgr11 code 
Progru literals 
;Jcibal initialhed variabl!5 
Global non-initialized variibles 
Ho Co1pilation Errors 
m 
203 
422 
,1a 
92 
• 
APPENDIX D 
RECOGH PROGRAM LISTING 
93 
�P/Pm:al P.!!v 3.00 07-JUL-Bl 20:21: 11 
1, 
2. C llltlltllttttlttttllltttttttlttttitttltltltllllltltttttlllllllllltlltl}
3. c nn11nn1n1nuu1 11unnu1nn1n1n J 
4. c onunsnnnnnn Voi,e Recognition Syste• uunun,nuunu }
s. ',,,,, •••••••••••• ,t,, , •• , •• , •• , •• , ••••• ,,,} 
a. c nntuununnnn RECOGN nnuuuunnnnt l 
7. C ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,, •• , •• } 
s. { ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,, •••••• ,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, •••••• , •• , •• ,}
9.
10, 
l !. 
12, 
13. 
14, 
15. 
1i,, 
17, 
11, 
19, 
20. 
21, 
22, 
23, 
24. 
25. 
lb, 
27, 
28, 
29. 
lO, 
31. 
32. 
P!i06RAI'! RECDGN ! INFUT1 OUTPUT J; 
{ Date: April 28 1 1983 } 
{ Update: July 6, 1983 • Revision 6.01} 
{ Author: iho11as Liu } 
{ This is the recognition progra1 of the Voice Recognition Systea. } 
CCNST IMF.DIST= S2iiii; 
"AtSA1 PLE ,. 60; 
N.BPF = 7; 
MI.VOCAB : 10; 
VOCAB.FILE,. 'VOCAB'; 
lN.PDRT.FILE:'3TTI1'; 
OUT.PORT.FtLEz'iTTOl'; 
FE.START -.. '!'; 
END WORD= 't'• - ' 
NL= '<12)'; 
----------- l 
( Largest value, this is infinity! } 
{ Maxi•u• sa1ples per 11ord} 
{ ffusbtr of binds } 
{ Naxi1u1 vocabulary size } 
{ Vocabulary file naae} 
( Input port na1e} 
( Output part na,e) 
{ Starts F·E conversion } 
{ End of 1ord tarker} 
{ N11 line character} 
33, TIPE DISTANCE = INTEGER; { distance 1easure1ent } 
34, TIME.SANPLE,. ARRAY rI .. NJPFJ OF INTESER; 
JS. ( Each tise sa1ple } 
lb, SAl1PLE = ARRAY Cl,,"AI.SA"PLEJ OF TINE.SAMPLE; 
37. C SiiplH valUH } 
38. LINE.iYFE,. ARRAY Cl.,20] OF CHAR;
39. < Input line buff!r type } 
40. 
41, \JAR 
42, 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
4i. 
4B, 
49, 
so. 
51, 
VOCAB : TEIT; C !Jacabulary file } 
lN_PORT: TEXT; { Input port} 
OUT .PORT : TEXT; { Output port l 
ff.WORDS : INTE6E.;; \ ffu1ber oi �ords in vocabulary} 
WORDS : ARRAY C1 .. f'IAX.1JOCABJ GF 
RECORD { Reprnentat.ion f::lr uch 11ord } 
N : INTEGER; { Nu1ber of saaples l 
TXT : STRI:lS ZO; { ie1t string of this 11ord l 
DAT : SAIWLE { ?robtype of voca.bula.ry l-
END; 
c�n_CH : CHAR; { C�11and char;cter} 
94 
, 
51. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59, 
.ao. 
ii. 
62. 
63. 
C4. 
,s. 
116. 
67. 
68. "· 
70. 
11, 
72. 
7l. 
74. 
75, 
7,. 
n. 
1a. 
79. 
ao. 
SI. 
82. 
a;. 
a,. 
as. 
8,. 
87. 
88. 
a,. 
90, 
91, 
92, 
93, 
94; 
9'5, "· 
;1, 
98. 
!!. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
RECOGN.DIF = OISiANCE; 
tt_ADJ � INTEScRi 
IHN_SA"PLE : INTEGER; 
SPC : INTEGER; 
NORNJLAG � BOOLEAN} 
{ Nini£UI different? to next �est} 
C Naxi;u• boundary adjust�ent} 
C Niniau1 nu3ber of sa1pies per word} 
{ Silence period count fro• FE box } 
C Indicates norgaJi:ation desired> 
{ ---'--·---------------) 
PROCEDURE REAOLINE I \JAR F : TEXT; \JAR LiNE : LINE_iYPE J j 
C Ruds in one line into uray of char, terainating with \NL>} 
{ Null characters art ignored, since for so1e reason, tht �PT!100 1ill 
{ receive the• even though they weren't transmitted, or Meren't they?} 
CONST NULL� '<O>'; C Null character } 
VAR I � JNTEW; C index into array } 
E_O_L : BOOLEAN; { Indicates NL received} 
8ES!N 
I ;,:: O; I Init } 
REPEAT 
I1•I+l; 
READIF,LINE[Il!l 
t Keep trach of chars } 
C Set 11n1 char } 
E_O_L 1s (LINE[Ij=lfl.l; 
IF LlNEril ,. IIULL 
t Chetk f11r NL character i 
t lgn11re null than } 
THEN I :• I • I 
UNTIL E.D.L { T11 !nd of line l 
E.tlD; 
{ - ---·---- --- ·---· ------·· l
PROCEDURE CONVERT I LINE : UNE)YPEj VAR ARY � SAl'IPLEi S � INT�GtR l i 
{ Convert the input line into internal representition j 
VAR I : INTEGER; C L11op variable j 
FUNCTION HEX (CH: CHAR l � INTEGER; 
{ Convert ha1 digit in ASCII to integer l 
8E6!N 
IF \Ol)='O'I AND iCH{:'9'1 
EMO; 
BEGI1t 
THEN HEX := ORDCCHJ - QRD('O') 
ELSE HEX:= ORD!CHl - ORD!'A'l .;. 10; 
{ o .. 9 } 
{ A .. F J 
FOR I :-= 1 TO ff_BPF DD 
ARvtS,U := HEl(LlNEtI.,.I-Ill 
E!rn; 
{ For each band} 
S 16 + HEXilJNErI+IJJ 
( -------------- ----····-··-··-·· ) 
PROCEDURE JNITIALlZEi 
t Reset I/0 por,ts and read in prctotypes �roll vocabulary Hle } 
VAR I : INTESER; 
L!�E: LIME_TVPE; 
{ Counting saeples per �ord ) 
C Each line representir,g saaphs i 
114, BES!N 
! OS, RESET 1 !N _PC�T, Hi_PORT _FlLEl i 
1%, REWRiiE(QtJT_PORT 1CUi}DRi)':LEl J 
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!D"", RESEi i'/OCHB, 'IOC:iB_FiL.El; 
. ·" ...
103. RECOGN_iilli : = 35; { Default threshold i 
109. REC061f.DIF := S; { Default differentiation factor } 
110. M_ADJ :,, lJ { Default boundary adjust!ent } 
111. MIN_SA�PLE := IS; { Default minimum sample per �ord) 
112, NORN_FLA6 := TRUEi { Def-ault is to noniaiize J 
113, N_l.ORDS := O; { Initializl! word c:iunt } 
ll4, WRITE\GUTPUT,'Ent!r silence period count: 'lj 
115, READUIIINPUT,SPCI; 
!lo, WIUTELN(OUTPUTi'Rei!ding in vocabulary, Please wait ... 'ij 
117, REPEAT { Loop tci rei!.d in vacabu!ary ) 
118. !{_WORDS P• ll}ORDS + Ii C Ke;:ps tracks of nu11ber of 1toro's } 
119, READLN CVDCAB, IIORDS[l{_IIORDSJ. TXil i ( Read in one word } 
120, WRITE(OUTPUT,WORDSrNJORDSl,iXTii { debug J 
121, I := O; { Initialize sampl! count } 
122, REPEAT { Loop f:ir each samp�e } 
r:!3. READL1NElVOCAil1LHIE) i { rlead in m:h set of saaphs } 
124. IF UNE[ll O END}ORD THEN C Check fer end of word } 
125. BE6IN
126. I : = I+ 1; { Saaple count} 
127, CCNVERT CLINE, \illiiOSi:N_ilORDSJ, DAT, li 
128. { Ct.ange ta internal representation } 
129, END 
1'30. 
131. 
132. 
!33'.
134.
llNTIL LlNErtl = END_WRD; 
WORDS[N_�OADSl,N := I 
lllffIL EOFfVCCABl 
END; 
{ Until end of Mord} 
{ �ead in the "ord and store si:e} 
{ Until end of all ·1ocab words } 
1'!.5. f ------------- -------------------------------------------- i 
136. 
137. FU/lCTION TOT�l_DIST ( ARY! � S�J!PLE; A : INTE6E'.i;
138, ARY2 : SAHPLE; B ; IIITESER ) : DISTANCE; 
139, { procedure to calculate the total distance 
140, { NOTE: A shoud be greater than or equal to P, 
141. { Some sa1ples fro1 the smaller array .are cuplicated, ) 
t-'11. 
143. TYPE SUl'!.OF.BA/IDS = ARRAY CL.�AX_SMIPLEJ OF HlTEGER;
144, C Sui o� bands for each tiile sample } 
145, NONJERII_BANDS = ARRAY r1 .. HAX_5Al'!F!..El OF IN".'E6ER; 
146, { Counts nutber of non-zero binds }
14i, 
148, I/AR I/Al : DISiliNCE; { l;alds distance �alculatian result } 
H9, X, i' : !lflEliER; f array indices } 
1�0. S : REAL; { slope of band li1its } 
151. D: ARRA'i r1 .. IIAX_SA,,PLE,1 .. NAX_SAMPLE1 OF iirniANCEi
152, { holds total dish.nee thus far J 
m:, Y)lltl, i')IAX : ARRAY [1,.NAX_5Al'IFLEJ OF D!STMiCE; 
154, { Bcur.ds of y as fur.cti�n �f � } 
155, SUN!, SliNZ: SW'I_CF_EANiiS; 
156. ,m, NZ2 : NON_!E.�O_BAfiiiS;
:57. 
l�S. { --------------�----------------- · 
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161. N : fNiE6E�; 
162, VAR SUI! i SUl'I_OF _BAHDS; 
163. VAR NZ : NONJERO_BAHDS J; 
164. f Sum all bands gf uch sa1ple, also count number of �onzero bands }
lii5, '.;AR l, J : INTEGER; C Loop nriables }
166. BEGIN
167, FOR I := l Ta N DO { Far each Sillple } 
168. B.ESlN
169. SlfflCIJ :,. O; C InHiali::e ) 
1:0. NZCIJ :,. N_BPF; 
17t. FOR J := l TD N_BPF nu 
172, IF SNPLU,Jl•O 
173. THEN NZ!Il := NZIJH
174, ELSE SUIHil l'" SUIHI!+Sl'IPLCI,Jl 
175. END
1711, END;
177,
179. 
179. 
180. 
181, 
182. 
183. 
184. 
185. 
186. 
187. 
188. 
189. 
190. 
m. 
192. 
m:. 
194. 
195. 
19b. 
l'i'7, 
118. 
199; 
200, 
201, 
202. 
103, 
104. 
205. 
206. 
207. 
208, 
209. 
210. 
211. 
212. 
213. 
( --------·-) 
PROCtllURE HORl'!ALIZE f VAR SIIPL 1 TUIE.SAl!'PlEj SUI!, 1fZ : INTEGER J; 
{ This algorith1 is ill equil·sU1 nor1aliiat-ion, } 
{ Nortaliu Hth tiH saplt sa the sua is approxi1atliely ei:;uals to SU1'1 1
VAR I : INTEGER; C Index into tin sa1pl e l 
ADJ : INTEGER; { Reducti an factar l 
S : INTEGER; C Holds value cf SUN ptsSl!d J 
N ; INTE6Eil; C Holds value cf NI passed ; 
8El!IN 
S ;= SU'1; 
N ;= NZ; 
{ Sc Stan be changed} 
{So� tan be 1cdified i 
IF N)O THEN { Only for .nim-urc N J 
ADJ := S iHV N; 
WHILE IADJ)OIAND<N>OI DD 
BE6IN 
( Calculate reduction factor } 
{ Only if factor is non·zero} 
END; 
FOR I':= 1 TO N.BPF DO 
IF Sl'IPLCJl)O THEM C Only if levet in this band is ni;n-zero } 
IF SflPL[J])ADJ { ilant tc leave r�sult ncn·negithe and ) 
THEM { reduting fro1 S cr.ly actual reduction} 
BESIII 
511Pllll :• 5NPllll-ADI; 
S := S�DJ 
END 
a SE 
BE6IN 
S :: S·SftPLCIJ; 
Sl'IPL!IJ :: O; 
N :"' N·l 
END; 
IF N)O THEN ADJ := S DIV N 
�ID 
·[ --·---·-----·----- } 
1H, FUUCT:ON DIST ( I!, !:! : Hf:'ESEil l : DISTANCE; 
. 
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z:s. { Calculates the distance beheen t110 points indt)ii!d by !1 and IZ } 
. 216, { He11 method: return the Hxi.iu; of absolute diHerences. } 
217, VAR VAL: DISTANCE; { Holds distance value so far J 
218, DIF: DISTANCE; C Holds the distance calculated) 
219, I : INTESER; { loop 'lirhhle, index into bands } 
220. Tl, T2 : Til!E.SAl!PLE; { Saplu at t!tis instant in ti.le }
221. BE6IN
222, FOR I· l'" 1 TO N_BPF DO { Copy the sa1ples fros both arrays } 
223, SE5IN 
224, Tl[JJ ::z ARYI!Il,Il; 
225. T2r!J :• ARY2CI2, I1
226, EHDi 
227, DIF.:• SUIIHI1l-SUff2IJ2l; { Difference of su1} 
228, IF NIJRl'I_FLAG THEN C Only if naruiization desired } 
229, IF DtF>O { Nonalize the larger } 
230. THEN NORl!ALIZECT1 1DIF,NZ1[Illl
231, ELSE NORl'IALIZE(T2,-DJF1 HZ2il2ll; 
232, VAL := O; { fait) 
23l, FDR I ::s t TD M_BFF DD C For Heh band l 
214, BES IN 
235. DIF :2 ASSlTltll-T2tIJl;
tl&. if ilIF ) VAL THEN !JAL ::: DIF 
2;;, ENOj 
238. DIST r= VAL { Return the result ) 
239. ENDj
240.
241,
242.
,____ _ ---· ) 
243, FUNCTION SET_D l X, Y : INTESE!I l i DISTHNCE; 
24-4. { Controlled fetch fro1 the array D) 
245. BES IN
246, IF (Y<=Y_�AUXll AND (Y>•Y.NINCill 
247, THEN GET_D :z DU,Yl 
2�. ELSE 6£i.D ::s• INF.DIST 
249. END;
250.
251.
252,
\ -----------)
253. FUHCTJON DP .FCN I I, Y ; IHTESER l : DlSTANCc;
254. C This is the dynaaic progra11ing function ,
155, VAR VAL : DISTANCE; { Holds tht tinia:u.s of function } 
256, T: DISTANCE; ( Teaporarily ho!ds distance} 
ZS7. SESIN 
258, VAL::,• GET_Dn-t,YJ; ( Find the sinilua} 
259, T := SET_DU·l i 'Hl; 
260, IF T < VAL THE.'i VAL :-= T; 
261, T := GET_D!l·l,Y-ZlJ 
262, IF T < VAL THEN VML :::r i; 
263. IF VAL< INF.DIST
264, rrlEN DP _FCM :,, DISifI, YJ + 1/AL 
265. ELSE or_rcN := !NF_DiST
21.i6, t1D;
.'::bi.
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269. 
270, BESIM { iQTAL.DIST } 
271. { use band dynatic �rt1gru1ing naraali:ation }
272. SU/'ll1ARIZElARY1,A1SUlt1,NZ1l; { First find su1s and non-zeros} 
273. SUNNARIZE{AR'f2,B, SUl12,NZ2l;
274, { Calcuh.h !ilop, } 
275. SP' FLDAT<B-11_ADJ-1J/FLIIAT!;Hf_ADJ-lli
276. { Calculate liaits Gn y-axis }
277, FOR I :• l TO 11.ADJ+l DD 
279. V)iJN[XJ := l;
290, Y_NAXIXJ := RDUND(SIFLOAT(X-tll+l+N.ADJ 
281, END; 
282, FOR X := ff_ADJ+2 TO A-N_ADJ-1 DD 
283. BEGIN
264. Y)'IIN[U :>• ROUND{SSFLllAT!X-l'I_ADJ-llJ+t; 
2SS. V_/'IAX[Xl := ROUffD{SIFLOAT!X·llJ+l+N_ADJ 
2811, EHD; 
267, FOR X : a A-N.ADJ TO A DO 
2SS. BEGIN 
289. VJIINtll := ROUND!SIFLDAT!X-/'I_ADJ-lll+l;
290, Y_/'IAX[ll ;: B 
291, END; 
292. { Calculate initial paints }
293, FDR I •• 1 TD N.ADJ+! no
294, 'DU,ll := DIST{X,ll; 
295, FDR V :-• .: TO lf_ADJ+l DD 
29b, Dr1,Vl := DISTll,YI; 
297, { ffain calcuhtil,ns } 
298, FUR X ,• 2 TD A DD 
2'19. FDR Y ,• Y.!INUJ TO Y.�A!lil DD 
300. DCX,Yl := DP_FCN(X,Yl;
301. { Find 1ini1u1 )
302, VAL := D[A1 Bl; 
303, FOR I �= A-l'l_ADJ TO A·t DO 
304, IF VAL > Dtx,BJ THEN VAL := D[;,Bl! 
305, FUR Y := B-!'I_ADJ TD B-1 DO 
306, IF VAL ) DU, 11 THEH VAL := DtA, Yl; 
307, IF VAL< INF.DIST { Check for "infinity" l 
308, THEH TOTAL.DIST := l'JAL + 11 DIV 21 DIV A 
309, ELSE TOTAL.DIST:= INF_DIST 
;no. BiD; 
311. 
312. C -- - ·---------- -----· J 
313. 
314, PROCEDURE 60.RECOGN; 
315, { The a.ctuai recogniticn routine } 
316. 
317, 
318, 
S19, 
320. 
VAR TEST: SANPLE; 
N : I11iE6ER; 
L!NE : LIUEJYFE; 
BEST : INTESER; 
SEC�llD : !NTE5ER; 
I : !HiE6ER; 
{ Test word array } 
{ Nuaber of u1ples in test l!Ord l 
{ Ir.�ut iine buff�r} 
{ Index of best score found l 
{ !ndex of si.cond best score }
{ Index into vocabulary l
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32;, TOO_LARSE : ijQQLEA1l; { Indicabs if toe uny sa1phs } 
324, ACiIVE : BOOLE�N; { Indicates active input ) 
325. DIST ; ARRAY[!. ,IIAX_'IOCABj OF DISTANCE; { Temporary stores dishr.ce i
327. { ------�-}
329,
329, FUNCTION SCORE ( I : INTESER ) : DISTANCE; 
�O. { Co1putes the score for each 11ord in thl! vocabulary ) 
331. VAR VAL : DISTANCE; C HGlds ,alu1 J 
332. BE61N
333, IF WORDS[rJ,N < N { Check the longer axis } 
�4. THEN VAL:= TOTAL.DlST(TEST1N1WORDS[!J,DAT,WORDS[IJ,NJ 
335. ase VAL:= TOTAL_DlST(WORDS[IJ.DAT,WORDSrIJ.N,TEST,Nl;
�O. WRITiiDUTPUT, •Jilord: ' 11r10RDSt!l. TXTl i { debug } 
�7. WRITELNCOUTPUT,' Distance: ',VALJ; C debug} 
338. SCORE := VAL
:m. END; 
340, 
m. < --- -------
342,
343. BEGIN ( 60_REC06N l
344, liilITELNtOUTPUT,'Say the test 11ord.'li 
345. WfllTEIOUT.PORT,FE_STARTlj C Tell F-E box h start sa11p1ing l 
346. H := O; { Initialize l 
347. TOD_LARSE ;= FALSE; { Init } 
348, ACTIVE : = FALSEi { Ini t } 
'49. REPEAT 
350. WRlffiNfOUT_PDRTl; C Send a <NL> h signify rudy i 
351. READLIMEm(PORT,UNEl; { Set one sample} 
352, IF NOT ACTIVE THEN { Only if no input recei'lld yet } 
35'3. BES IN 
354, WRITElHfOUTFUT,'input ictive:'); 
355. ACTIVE ..:::r. TRUE
356, EHDi 
3S7. IF lINE[ll O END_�ORD THEN C Check for end of -ord) 
358. IF N ( lfAl_SAl'IF!l THEN { !'lake sure not too large } 
359. BE6IM
360, N := ff + t; { Keep track of count } . 
3Ll. CONVERT!LINE,TEST,Nl { Convert to internal representation} 
362. END
363. 8.SE TOO_LAR6E :=. iRUE { If too uny sa.ples ) 
364, UNTIL <LINEUl=END_\40RD1 J C Until !lld of -ord prototype l 
365. IF N < !IIN_SAl'IPLf THEN { Too hlil sa1ples } 
366, WRITa� <OUTPUT,' Word too short! Input ignored.') 
367, ELSE IF TOD_LAR6E THEN ( Too 1any samples) 
366. lffi.ITaNfOUTPUT,'Word too long! Input ignored.'!
369. ase
370. BESIN { Try to aatch } 
:i71, ilR!TaN(OUT?UT,'E.1d-of--ord detected,'); 
3i2. N := N • SFC; { Chop oH silence perie.d } 
3i3, FOR I := l Ta NJORDS ilO 
174, 
:i5. --· .,,,�. 
DISTCil : 2 SCCRE{Il; 
iF DISTtil ) 01SiC2J 
THEN 
{ For ea,h reference wotd} 
{ !nit SEST and SECCND ;
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IE6IN 
BEST := 2; 
SECOND :• I 
END 
ELSE 
SES IN 
BEST := Ii 
SECOND i= 2 
END; 
FOR I := '3 TO N_tlCRDS DD 
!F DIST!IJ < D!ST!BEST!
THEN
BEGIN 
SECOND := SESTj 
BEST :s I 
END 
ELSE IF DISTCJJ < DIST[SECONDJ 
THEN 
{ Asiutes N_WORDS) 2} 
{ ffeM BEST value} 
3i7, 
!7S,
379,
3SO,
lB1.
3S2.
383,
384.
JBS,
356.
3Bi,
388.
389.
390,
m.
392, 
393. 
394. 
395. SECOND:= i; { New SECOND value> 
IIRITELH!DUTFUTJ; 
IF DISHSESTl ) RECDGN_THR { Check for aatch } 
THEN WRITELHIOUTPUT,'No match.'l 
ELS. 
IF DISTCSECDNDl-DISiIBESTl < RECDSN_DIF 
THEN IIRITELN <OUTPUT, 'A1bi guous input!' l 
ELSE WRITELNrnUTPUT,' Nord utched is: ' 11'DRDSIBESTl, TIT, 
'Scar! is: ',DISTIBESill 
�7C. 
397. 
398, 
399, 
lOO. 
401. 
!02.
403.
404.
405,
ENS 
40&,
407, l -- --·-- l 
408, 
409. PROCEDURE LIST_YOCAB;
410, { List currently defined vocabulary) 
411. 
4f1, !/AR I : 1NTE6ER; { Index into vocabulary } 
413. 
41!, BEEIN 
415. WRITELN COUTPUTI;
416, liRITEL!f(OUTPUT, 'Curr!nt VOCibulary:'); 
417, FOR l :s 1 TD N_iiDRDS DO { For each 14Clrd in the vocab ... 
41S. WRITE !OUTPUT 1' ',wDRDSrIJ. TXil; 
4U, ifflITELli!DUTPUTJ 
420, END; 
421, 
42Z, { -- -- -------- ---- ---- } 
423. 
424, PRD�z;DURE D!SPLAY_PARA"Sj 
425. { Displays th1 adju1tible paramttl!rs i
42�. BE611f 
42i, WRJTaN (DUT?Ui,' l1> Threshold factor: ', RECOGN_ THRJ; 
42S, WRITEUlOUT?Ui,' C2l Di Her!!ntiation fact:r: ',REC�Sll_DIFJ; 
-m. WRiitUHOUiFUT,'l3l Boundary adjushent: ',�JOJl; 
410, '�titTa..'l(OUTPUi/Hl 1!iniiu11 H.iple coi.::it: · ' i 1HN)AMP 1�:'i.: 
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411. 
432. 
•13'3,
434,
436. 
437. 
WRITEiCUTPUT,'(SJ ffor1ali1ation: 
IF NDRII_FLA6 
THEN WRii'ELIHQUI/UT/Yes') 
ELSE :IRITEUi(OUTPUT,'No'l; 
WRITB.N (OUTPUTl; 
END; 
'i;
43;, (----- --------------.---I 
4311. 
�O. PROCEDURE ADJUSTj 
441, { Adjust threshold 'lalue } 
442, 1JAR SELECT : INTEGER; C Selects option l 
443, CH : CHAR; 
44-4, BEGIN 
4'5. REPEAT 
446, WRITELN!OUTPUil i · 
447, WRITELN(OUTPUT,'(OJ No change'l; 
HS. DISPLAY_PARAIIS; 
449, WRIT:ElDUTPUT,'Select para11ter to adjust: 'lj 
450, READLN ( INPUT I srum ; 
451. CAiif saECT DF
452, O: ; { Nothing dane here) 
453. l : IESIN
454, NRITE!OUTPUT,'ffe11 threshold: 'J; 
455. READLNUNPUT,RECDGN_THRI 
456. END; 
457. 2 : Sf6JN
458. ilRITE!OUTPUT,'NeM difhrentiation factm 'l; 
459, READLN {IHPUT ,RECOBN_DIFJ 
460. END; 
461, l : BEGIN 
462, WRITE!OUTPUT, 'New boundary adjust.int: 'J; 
463. READLN(INPUT,II_ADJJ 
464, EHDi 
465. 4 : SESIN
466, WRiit:(DUTPUT 1 '1le11 1inilu11 sa!lple count: 'l; 
467. READLN(INPUT,l'IIN_SANPL!l 
468, EHD; 
469, 5 : BE6!N 
470, WRITE !OUTPUT,' Do you want nor.Hlizati on? 'l; 
471, READL� {INPUT ,CH) i 
472, NORN.FLAG:= tCH='Y'J OR (CH='y'J 
473. END; 
474, OTHERWISE WRJTEL.IHOUTPUT, 'What?' l 
47S, END 
476. UNTIL SELECT= O; C Lo11i for exit opti11n l 
47i, iiRITEIJI fOUTPUTJ
478. ·EMD;
477.
460. { ----·---·-----·----·-------·-·-- }
481.
482. BEBrn C "ain µrcgra1 }
4B:. wRm:Ln10UiPUT, 1 Retcgni ti on �hase stlrted •. ,' ) ; 
434. INITIA!.I:E; { initialize } 
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48!, iiRilci.N(OUTPUTJ; 
., 
486, i!RITEUHOUTPUT, 'Default para.uters are:,' J; 
46i, lR!ffiN IDUTPUTI ; 
488. DISPLAY_PARAIIS; C Displiys piruter settings } 
489, REPEAT { Co11and leap l 
490, WRJTE<OUTPUT1'Cauand fR=Run, L=list vocab, A=Adjust para.as, Q=lfoitJ; 'l; 
491, REi1DUltIHPUT,C11D_CHJ; 
492, CASE Cl'ID_CH OF ( Check co11ind ) 
493', 'R', 'r' : GD_RECOSN; C Go try recogninition i 
494, 'L', '1' : LlST_VOCAB; C List vocabulary l 
495. 'A', 'a' : ADJUST; C Adjust parueters J 
496, 'll', 'q' : IIRITEL�taUTPUT1 'Ending recognition pllase,'l; 
49i, OTHERWISE lfRITELfHOUTPUTi'What?'l C Illegal co1und} 
498, EliD 
499. UNTIL (C?ID.CH='ll'l OR ici,o_CH.i:'q'l
SOO, END { 7/6/S;HQ:30-tcl }, 
{ Until quitting tiae} 
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500 source lines �ere co1piled in i &inutes 1 second 
Prcgra.s uea Size in words --- -·-----·-------
Program cod, 
Progra• literals 
6lobal initialized variables 
6lobal non�initialized variables 
Ko Coapilation Errors 
2'345 
47S 
4i10 
a 
104 
APPENDIX E 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
105 
. .. -·
106 
This appendix contains the operating instructions for this voice 
recognition system. nie instructions and sample seesions are for the 
current Versions of the programs: 
1. LISTEN revision 3.21 
2. TRAINING revision 2. 12 
3. RECOGN revbion 6.01 
Also, it is assumed that the user is familar with the operations of the 
MPT/100 using MP/OS. 
The instructions are divided into two parts, for training and 
recognition sessions. 
Training Session 
1. If the VOCAB file already exists and new words are not to
append, then remove the old vocabulary by
DELETE VOCAB 
2. Invoke the training program by
XEQ TRAINING 
3. Answer the minimum sample length question, typically with 15
(see Table 2).
4. Answer the silence period count question with the value of SPCC
defined in LISTEN, currently 8.
5. At each command prompt, enter the text of the vocabulary word.
6. Say the word into the microphone.
7. Ir the word is too long or too short,
back to step 5.
TRAINING will ignore; go 
a. If the word is of valid length, TRAINING asks for confirmation
before storing the prototype pattern. To store it, answer with
"Y" •
9. Repeat steps 5 to 8.
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10. When all words are entered, type ••• at command prompt.
Note that TRAINING does not limit the· size or the vocabulary, even 
though there is a limit or 10 for the current version of RECOGN. A 
sample training session is included in Figure E.1. 
Recognition Session 
1. Make sure· the file VOCAB eXists.
2. Commence recognition session by
XEQ RECOOK 
3. An:!!wer the silence period count question aa 1n training
session.
4. h VOCAB is being read in, each word 18 printed..
5. Default parameters are displayed.
6. At the command prom.pt, commands may be entered in lower or 
upper ca111e. The available commands are: 
, . R - to run a test input 
2. A - to adjust parameter .settins;s.
3. L - to list vocabulary
4. Q - to exit .session
7. The commands are self-explanatory.
A sample recognition session ·18 included in Figure E.2. 
xeci trairdns 
Training sossion started ••• 
Enter minimum samPle count: 15 
Enter silence Per-iod count: 8 
InPut word (''*'' to exit): One 
Say the word tYPed above into the microPhone. 
InPut actlve! 
Store this PrototvPe? v 
Stor-ine: One 
InPut word C''*n to exit): Two 
Sav the word tvPed above into the microphone. 
Inp1Jt active! 
Word too short! InPut i�nored. 
In�ut word (''*n to exit): Two 
Sav the word tYPed above into the microphone. 
InPut active! 
Store this PrototvPe? y 
Storin9 Two
InPut word (''*'' to exit): Three 
Sav the word tvPed above into the microphone. 
InF>ut active! 
Store this Prototype? v 
Storing Three 
InPut word (''*'' to exit): don't store this 
Sav the word tvPed above into the microPhone. 
InF'ut a.ctive! 
Stor-e this Prototype? n 
Input i!:lnor-ed! 
InPut wor-d <''*'' to 
Say the wor·d tYPed 
Input active! 
exit}: too 
above into 
Wor-d too 1 onS" ! 
Inf'>ut wor-d ( "*" 
Trainin51 ended. 
Ini=>uf i51nor-ed. 
to e>:it): *
long 
the microPhone. 
Figure E.1 - Sample training session. 
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xeq recogr1 
Rec:o�nition Phase start�d •.. 
Enter silence Period count: 8 
Readin1:1 in vocabulary. Please wait ••• 
One 
Two 
Three 
Default Parameters are: 
( 1) Threshed d factor: 35 
C 2 l Di ffer.,;:n ti at ion ·-factor: 5
( 2,) Boundary adJ ustment: 1 
( 4) Mir,imum samPle cour,t: 15 
( 5) Narmali;i:ation: Yes 
Command CR=Rur11 L=List vc,cab, A=Adjust Par·ams, G'l=Ouit): r 
Sav the test word. 
lnPut active! 
End-of-word detected. 
Word: One 
Distance: 69 
Word: Two
Distan,c:e: 64 
Wor-d: Three 
Distance: :?9 
Word matched is: Three 
Score is: .29 
Command CR=Run, L=List vocab, A=AdJust Para.ms, Q=Quit): r 
Sav the test word. 
InPut active! 
End-of-word detected. 
Word: One 
Distance: 33 
Word: Two 
Distance: 53 
Word: Three 
Dist.a.rice: 54 
Word matched is: One 
Score is: 33 
Comma.nd Cfi:=Run, L=List vocab, A=AdJust Par-ams, Q=G!uit): r­
Sav the te�t word. 
InF'ut ac:tive-! 
End-of-word detected. 
Word:'One 
Distance: 44 
Wor-d: Two 
Distance: 50 
Wor-d: Thr-ee 
Distance: 72 
No ma.tch. 
Figure E.2 - Sample recognition session. 
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Ci:,mmand (R=Run, L=List vocab, A=Adjust Para.ms, G!=G!•Jit): r 
Say the test word. 
Influt active! 
End-of-word detected. 
Word: One 
Distance: 64 
Word: Two 
Distance: 66 
Word: Three 
Distance: 75 
No match. 
Command <R=Run, L=List vocab, A=Adj ust para.ms, Q=Quit): r 
Sav the test word. 
Inl"ut active! 
Word too short! lnt=tut isir,ored. 
Cr.,mma.nd (R=Run, L=List vocab, A=Adjust F>ar-ams, Q=Quit): r 
Sa.v the teDt word. 
InF"ut active! 
Word too 1 on!i.'I ! Inia>ut hmored. 
Command CR=Run, L=List vocab, A=Adjust Pa.rams, Q=Quit>: r 
Sav the test word. 
lnPut active! 
End-of-word detected. 
Word: One 
Distance: 52 
Word: Two
Distance: 59 
Word: Three 
Distance: 62 
No match. 
Command <R=Run, L=List 
Cur-r-1tnt vocabulary: 
One 
Two 
Three 
Command CR=Run, L=List 
What? 
Command CR=Run, L=List 
< 0 > No chan!'le 
vocab, 
vocab, 
vocab, 
(1) Threshold factor: 35 
,2, Differentiation factor: 5
(3) Boundary adjustment: 1 
{4) Minimum sample count: 15 
A=Adjust 
A=Adjust 
A=Adjust 
(5) Normali:ation: Yes 
Select Parameter to adjust: 2 
New differentiatiQn �actor: 100 
CO) No char1:1e 
(1) Threshold factor: 35 
Fara.ms, 
par·ams, 
Par ams, 
Figure E.2 (continued). 
Q=Quit): 
Q=Quit): not 
Q=Quit): a 
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(2) DiFf•r•ntiation factor: 100
(3) Bounda.rY adJustmer'1t: 1 
(4) Minimum sa.mPle count: 15 
(5) Normalization: Yes 
Se1 ect Para.meter tc, a.dJust: 0 
Command <R�Run, L=List vocab, A=AdJust pa.rams, Q=Quit): r 
Sa.Y the test uic,rd. 
Input active! 
End-of-word detected. 
Word: One 
Distance: 49 
Word: Two
Distance: 34 
Wor-d: Three 
Distance: 63 
Ambisuous input! 
Command <R=Run, L=List vocab, A=AdJ1Jst ,=,ara.m!h Q=Quit>= a. 
( 0) No cha.nee
( l ) Threshold factor: 35 
(2) DiffEr-'i'ntia.tion factor: 100
(3) Bounda.rv adJustment: 1 
( 4) Minimum s.am,.le count: 15 
( 5) Normalization: Yes 
Select Para.meter to a.dJust: 5 
Do vou want normalization? n 
< 0) No cha.nee 
(ll Threshold factor: 35 
(2) Differentiation factor: 100
(3) Bounda.,-.y a.dJustment: 1 
(4) Minimum sample count: 15 
(5) Normalization: No 
Sel�ct parameter to a.dJust: O 
Command (R=Run, L=List vocab, A=AdJust .Pa.rams, Q=Quit): "" 
Endin9 recosnition Phase. 
Figure E.2 (continued). 
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